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ABSTRACT
Message-effects research has explored in some depth the effects of emotion-evoking
persuasive message elements such as fear and humor. Interestingly, persuasion research
has for the most part neglected the impact of sexually-oriented appeals in persuasive
contexts. To address this inadequacy, this study was designed to realize two overarching
goals: (1) To contribute to what little is known about the effects of sexually-oriented
appeals within persuasive contexts, and (2), to determine if this type of appeal can be
effective beyond the consumer product domain to more socially-relevant contexts (e.g.,
disease prevention, parental responsibility, art museum visitation). For the purposes of
this study, sexually-oriented appeals are defined as any appeal which is perceived by the
audience as sexual and subsequently evokes a sexual response. In addition, appeals of this
nature are also perceived by the audience as credible, appealing, and relevant. Regarding
method, this study utilized a replicated message treatment design. Thirteen pairs of
matched messages were used to test the effects on the dependent variables. Important
advantages gained by utilizing this method and the appropriate statistical analyses
included: increased generalizability and internal validity, and the ability to inspect
treatment effect magnitude and variability. Overall, the findings of this study contribute to
the above-mentioned goals. First, sexually-oriented appeals were found to be more
persuasive than matched nonsexual appeals for social marketing topics. Second, sexuallyoriented appeals stimulated more ad execution-related thoughts, fewer message-related
thoughts, and fewer counterarguments. In addition, subjects were able to recall more
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visual aspects of sexually-oriented appeals than nonsexually-oriented appeals but there
was no difference in copypoint recall between the two appeals. These results are
congruent with past emotion research and affective models of persuasion. This research
provides evidence that sexually-oriented appeals can be persuasive, at least in a social
marketing context, and provides insight into the impact of sexual appeals on the
persuasive process.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction and Overview
Introduction
When formulating a persuasive appeal, whether for social advocacy issues,
commercial advertising, or simple interpersonal requests, the source usually selects from a
repertoire of acceptable message strategies (e.g., fear or humor appeals, appeals to
altruism or guilt, etc.). Assuming the source has a particular goal in mind (i.e., target
behavior and/or attitude change), particular message strategies which maximize the
probability of successful goal attainment should receive priority (Seibold, Cantrill, &
Meyers, 1994).
A primary aim of message effects research is to make generalizations regarding the
performance of message variables within various contexts (Jackson, 1992). In the field of
communication research, many such message variables and compliance gaining strategies
have received attention. For instance, there is quite a distinguished research tradition
related to the persuasive impact of emotion-evoking appeals such as fear (see Witte, 1992;
1994 for review), and to a lesser degree, humor (see Burgoon, 1989; O'Keefe, 1990 for
review). Indeed, both of these types of appeals have been found to demonstrate emotionevoking eflfects resulting in predictable persuasive outcomes.
Sexual information, whether in the form of pictures, stories, or sounds has been
shown to evoke a predictable range of emotional responses within viewers.
Unfortunately, sexually-oriented appeals have not received the substantial degree of
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research attention afiforded other types of emotional appeals. This could be because
sexually-oriented appeals are often confounded with "sexist" appeals. It could also be
because sex research, at least until recently, was not viewed as "politically correct" within
the Academy (Bullough, 1994). Consequently, little is known regarding the effects of this
type of emotional information when used for persuasive purposes. This is unfortunate
because sexually-oriented appeals have some inherent characteristics which may be quite
desirable in any persuasive context: They attract and maintain attention, are arousing,
valenced, and, consequently, quite memorable (Bradley, 1994).
More importantly, the high degree to which sexual appeals are used within
product-oriented marketing contexts suggest that this type of appeal may have some
significant persuasive effects. As mentioned, it is unfortunate that the effects of this type
of appeal have not received the research attention commensurate with its prevalence — or
that the research that has been done still leaves many questions to be answered.
Overview
The goal of the present research is twofold: One, it seeks to contribute to what
little is known about the effects of sexual appeals within persuasive contexts, and two, it
seeks to determine whether this type of appeal can be applied beyond the consumer
product domain to perhaps more socially relevant contexts.
Previous sexually-oriented appeal research has been conducted primarily within an
advertising context. The accumulated literature has produced a few tenable
generalizations about the use and effects of sexually-oriented appeals. For one, sexually-
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oriented appeals are quite prevalent in consumer advertising. Analyses suggest that
sexually-oriented appeals account for anywhere from 8 to 40% of mainstream consumer
advertising (Biswas, Olsen, & Carlet, 1992; Reichert, Morgan, & Callister, 1995; Soley &
Reid, 1983).
Regarding effects, sexually-oriented appeals generally result in greater recognition
for elements within the ad (e.g., pictures) (Reid & Soley, 1981; 1983) and less message
and brand name recall (Alexander & Judd, 1978; Judd & Alexander, 1983; Grazer &
Keesling, 1995) than their nonsexually-oriented counterparts. Previous research has also
found that sexually-oriented appeals in advertising are attention-getting (Belch,
Holgerson, Belch, & Koppman, 1981; Sciglimpaglia, Belch, & Cain, 1978), interesting
(Bello, Pitts, & Etzel, 1983; Reichert, Alvaro, & Ahem, 1997), engaging (Reichert et al.,
1997), arousing (LaTour, 1990), and appealing (Severn et al., 1990).
Despite this pattern of findings, there are several shortcomings with the previous
research which limit the generalizability of these findings. For one, there is no real
conceptualization or clear discussion of what constitutes sexually-oriented appeals. Two,
the studies contain methodological weaknesses inherent to message effects research,
which subsequently limit the generalizations outlined earlier (Reichert, 1996). Third,
despite a call for theoretical investigations of sexually-oriented appeals (Wilson & Moore,
1979), little has been done in that regard. Fourth, extant research has not examined the
effect of this type of appeal beyond the commercial advertising domain (for exception, see
Struckman-Johnson, Struckman-Johnson, Gilliland, & Ausman, 1994). Hence, little is
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known about the effects of these appeals beyond this context. For this reason alone, it is
important to determine if the effects of these appeals transfer to the social marketing
domain. As will be discussed below, social marketers rely heavily on fear appeals to
achieve their persuasive goals. Previous research, however, has shown that fear appeals
are not always a panacea for persuasion (Rosser, 1991). If the present research can
determine if and how sexually-oriented appeals can be persuasive in this context, the
arsenal of message strategies available to social change agents will likely be enhanced.
Beyond reviewing the sexually-oriented appeal literature, other relevant literatures
were reviewed in an effort aid in the understanding of the essential nature and effects of
sexually-oriented appeals. Abundant research in sexology and psychology has examined
the human response to sexual stimuli in general. These responses typically include a high
level of orientation response (attention), arousal, and valence (see Bradley, 1994). Given
this information, it seems appropriate to redefine sexually-oriented appeals in terms of the
emotional responses they evoke in receivers rather than the overt content-based
characteristics that are typically used to define these messages (e.g., nudity, sexual
behavior, provocative wording, etc.). Specifically, sexually-oriented appeals were defined
in this study as any appeal which is perceived by the audience as sexual and subsequently
evokes a sexual response. In addition, appeals of this nature are also perceived by the
audience as credible, appealing, and relevant. It is argued that examining the impact of the
sexual response on message processing and persuasion is more fiiiitfial than previous
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message eflfects investigations which have conceptualized sexually-oriented appeals based
on content features.
In addition to reconceptualizing sexually-oriented appeals, a scale was created and
tested to measure these types of appeals. The Sexually-Oriented Appeal Scale (SOAS)
was created for this and future studies to measure two dimensions of sexually-oriented
appeals; (1) how sexual the appeal is perceived to be, and (2) the perceived relevancy of
the appeal. Principal components analysis revealed that the items in the SOAS did tap the
appropriate dimensions.
Second, to ascertain if sexually-oriented appeals could be effective within the
social marketing domain, it was necessary to design sexually-oriented messages on social
marketing topics and test their impact on cognition and on traditional communication
outcomes, including but not limited to persuasion (i.e., attitude change, intention to
behave, ctc.). In an effort to model message appropriate research, this study utilized a
replicated message treatment design (Jackson & Jacobs, 1983). Thirteen pairs of matched
messages were used to test the effect of the treatment on the dependent variables.
Important advantages gained by utilizing this method and the appropriate statistical
analyses included; increased generalizability and internal validity and the ability to inspect
treatment effect magnitude and variability. The matched message pairs were based on real
or potentially-real social marketing topics targeted toward young adults. These messages
advocated attitude and/or behavioral change (e.g., campaigns designed to increase the
consumption of fhiits and vegetables, HTV/AIDS prevention, drug abuse and HIV/AIDS
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prevention, public library attendance, museum attendance, fatherhood responsibility, etc.).
In addition, these messages were designed to be similar in production quality to actual
public service announcements (PSAs).
The findings of this study contribute to the realization of the goals outlined above.
For one, the findings strongly suggest that sexually-oriented appeals are persuasive in a
social marketing context. In addition, the results illuminate how sexually-oriented
message elements impact cognitive and persuasion processes. For instance, sexuallyoriented appeals were more persuasive than nonsexually-oriented appeals, stimulated more
thoughts about the execution of the ad and fewer thoughts about the message, and
inhibited counterarguing. Regarding memory outcomes, the sexually-oriented appeals
utilized in this study stimulated better visual recall than nonsexually-oriented appeals with
no significant disadvantage in message recall. These results are consistent with the
findings one would expect given the emotional nature of this type of appeal.
In sum, this study extends generalizations that may be made about the effects of
sexually-oriented appeals to contexts beyond the commercial advertising domain. At the
very least, the pattern of results of this study are generalizable to other messages for the
topics included in this study and other social marketing topics as well. The replicated
message design employed in this study enables us to make those generalizations because
of enhanced internal and external validity, and the ability to inspect the magnitude and
variability of the various effects. In addition, this study makes a contribution by
reconceptualizing the nature of sexually-oriented appeals. At the very least, the results of
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this study suggest that sexually-oriented appeals can be added to the repertoire of
acceptable message strategies available to prevent disease and to improve the human
condition. The following chapters explicate previous research in this area and the method,
results, and a more thorough discussion of the findings of this study.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Message Effects
The study of messages and their effects on persuasion has been a long standing
tradition transcending many academic and applied fields (McGuire, 1986). Because of its
concern with the centrality of messages (Crary & Hazen, 1995), communication is one
such discipline which is uniquely situated to research the effects of persuasive messages
(Bradac, Hopper, & Wiemarm, 1989; Burgoon, 1989).
Researchers interested in message effects are concerned with prediction and
explanation of the impact of certain message variations on communication and persuasion
outcomes (e.g., attitude, belief, and behavior change) (Jackson, 1992). There are many
types of message variables and message appeals that have received research attention. For
example, researchers have been concerned with the effects of message sidedness,
opinionated and intense language, fear and humor appeals, compliance-gaining strategies,
and sequential message strategies (e.g., door-in-the-face) just to name a few.
Researchers have categorized message variables several ways. For instance,
Burgoon (1990) organizes message variables either on a micro- or macro-level. Microlevel variables include such elements as fear appeals, language intensity, opinionated
language, and obscenity. Macro-level variables include compliance-gaining and sequential
message strategies. O'Keefe (1990) groups message factors into two broad categories;
message structure and message content. In yet another form of categorization, Burgoon
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(1989) groups message factors according to their appeals to rationality (e.g., message
sidedness, argument order) or appeals to emotion (e.g., humor, fear).
Since Aristotle, the importance of emotion in persuasion has been taken for
granted. People are motivated by and act in accordance with a variety of intellectual and
emotional information. Burgoon (1989) defines emotional appeals as those that "function
more to stimulate than convince the receiver to behave in certain ways" (p. 149).
According to Burgeon, this type of appeal attempts to link the propositions of the
message with drive-producing mechanisms of human psychology; "emotional appeals
attempt to persuade receivers by playing on their feelings of fear, guilt, happiness, pride,
or other affective states" (149). Appeals of this nature have been found to be effective in
achieving persuasive outcomes.
One type of emotional appeal which has been researched extensively is the fear
appeal or fear-arousing message. Fear appeals have generally been defined as messages
which evoke fear or anxiety in receivers (O'Keefe, 1990). Witte (1992, p. 329) defines
fear appeals as "persuasive messages designed to scare people by describing the terrible
things that will happen to them if they do not do what the message recommends."
Although there has been considerable debate regarding the causal mechanism responsible
for explaining the effectiveness of fear appeals (see O'Keefe, 1990; Witte, 1992 for
review), recent explications assign a critical role to the fear, or negatively-valenced
emotion accompanied by high levels of arousal, evoked by these types of messages.
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Fear appeals can be found in a variety of persuasive contexts. For instance, the use
of fear or threat is one of several compliance gaining strategies which can be employed in
interpersonal interaction (Kellerman & Cole, 1994; Marwell & Schmitt, 1967). Fear
appeals are also used in consumer-product advertismg (see Henthome, LaTour, &
Nataraajan, 1993; Keller & Block, 1996; LaTour, Snipes, & Bliss, 1996). In addition, not
only are they employed in social marketing campaigns and appeals, fear arousing messages
are the appeal of choice (Bagozzi & Moore, 1994; Patterson, 1994; Siegel, Grodsky, &
Herman, 1986). Perhaps because of its intriguing nature, the lion's share of research on
emotional appeals has been directly related to fear appeals. According to Eagly and
Chaiken (1993, p. 447), "persuasive researchers have paid little attention to aflFective
states other than fear arousal."
Another type of emotional appeal that has received some research attention is
humor. Humor generally has been found to enhance the audience's liking for the
communicator but not to raise assessments of competence (see O'Keefe, 1990 for review
of humor effects within communication research). These findings are similar to findings in
consumer behavior research (Scott, Klein, & Bryant, 1990; Unger, 1995; for review, see
Belch, Belch, & Villarreal, 1987; Percy & Rossiter, 1992; Weinberger & Gulas, 1992).
For instance, messages with humor attract attention and increase positive thoughts and
feelings toward the message. On the other hand, findings suggest that humor can have a
slightly negative effect on message comprehension and beliefs (Belch et al., 1987).
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According to O'Keefe (1990) these and other negative effects are most pronounced when
humor is excessive or used inappropriately.
Interestingly, research endeavors in persuasion devoted to other emotion-evoking
appeals (i.e., sexually-oriented appeals), have been scant (see Burgoon, 1989 for review).
What has been done in relation to sexually-oriented appeals and persuasion was conducted
primarily in the 1970s and manipulated obscene language or sex and death metaphors.
Generally, messages that used intense sexual language resulted m either no persuasion or a
boomerang effect (Burgoon, 1989). Regarding obscene language, for instance, research
has generally found an inverse relationship between obscenity and postcommunication
ratings of the source and attitude change (see Bradac, Bowers, & Courtright 1979 for a
more detailed review of these earlier studies).
Most of what is known about the effects of sexually-oriented appeals on
persuasion is limited to the commercial advertising domain. We will review this research
primarily in terms of its inadequacies.
Past Sex Appeal Research
Despite its prevalence in consumer-product advertising, not much is known
regarding the effects of sexually-oriented appeals on message processing and
communication outcomes. What research has been done is lacking in four ways. First,
research in this area has had no clear and consistent conceptualization of sexually-oriented
appeals. Second, conclusions from research in this area are also somewhat suspect
because of inappropriate message research designs. Third, despite an implicit information
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processing paradigm, there has been no serious attempt to theoretically explain why
sexually-oriented appeals work the way that they do. Fourth, little is known about the
effects of sexually-oriented appeals outside of the consumer-product context. A brief
comment on each of these inadequacies follows.
Problems
First, sexually-oriented appeals have not been clearly conceptualized. There are
two general ways to define messages (O'Keefe, 1990); In terms of intrinsic message
features (e.g., one- or two-sided messages), or in terms of recipient responses (e.g., humor
appeals). O'Keefe (1990) argues that neither attempt to define message variables is
"correct": rather, one can define messages however one likes. What is important,
however, is that the definition is clear.
Unfortunately, sexually-oriented appeals have been defined in several ways in the
literature. Generally, these definitions have tended to be content-based. These include
some of the following; nudity, suggestiveness, decorative models, double entendre, sexual
innuendo, romance, contact between the models, subliminal sexual embeds, and erotica.
More general classifications include implicitness or explicitness of the appeal and visual
versus verbal appeals. Richmond and Hartman (1982) categorized sexually-oriented
appeals as either functional, symbolic, inappropriate, or fantasy themed.
The only hint of a recipient-based definition was mentioned by Belch et al. (1981)
and Sciglimpaglia et al. (1978) when they defined "suggestiveness" as "a command or
piece of information that triggers or arouses an idea in a person's mind" (Freud, 1958; as

cited in Belch et al 1981). The researchers operationalized suggestiveness as couples
together in varying degrees of intimacy.
Overall, these definitions of sexually-oriented appeals lack clarity and consistency.
Regarding clarity, there is no real discussion of what sex "is." For instance, if nudity
(what and how much clothing a model is wearing) is defined as "sexy," how does one take
into consideration models that are naked but clearly not arousing, or models fuUy-clothed,
yet, sexually inviting? Unfortunately, present conceptions and operationalizations of
sexually-oriented appeals vary widely and lack clarity. This is a serious issue fi-om a
message-effects perspective. In order that sound generalizations can be made, concepts
should be clearly conceptualized and valid.
Any number of intrinsic message qualities might contribute to sexuality in an ad.
This makes generalizing about sexual appeals complicated, since receiver responses to
these different variables may not be uniform. For instance, nudity may provoke a much
different response in a receiver than an image of a couple holding hands. To resolve this
difficulty, one strategy is to rely on extrinsic definitions lodged in receivers' judgements of
sexiness.
A second problem which has plagued research in this area is its dependence on
faulty message designs (see Reichert, 1996 for review). The vast majority of studies
which have tested the effects of sexually-oriented appeals (e.g., their effect on recall,
recognition, evaluations, cognitions, etc.) have utilized single-message designs (Belch et
al., 1981; Bello et al., 1983; LaTour, 1990; LaTour

Henthome, 1993; Richmond &
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Hartman, 1982; Sciglimpaglia et al., 1978; Severn et al., 1990). Single-message designs
are a form of research design which compare one message category to another (e.g.,
comparative to noncomparative advertising) using only one message (or ad) to represent
each category. A growing number of researchers in communication have argued strongly,
and persuasively, that the use of single concrete messages to represent abstract categories
of messages is a major problem in message effects research concerning the conclusions
advanced in these studies (Jackson 1992; Jackson & Jacobs 1983; Jackson, CKeefe, &
Brashers 1995). Specifically, single-message designs are generally considered inadequate
to guard against threats to internal and external validity. Unfortunately, conclusions of
several key studies in sexually-oriented appeal research are suspect due to threats to
validity and generalizability because of their dependence on inadequate message designs
(Reichert, 1996). Two examples of the inadequacies of single-message designs in
sexually-oriented appeal research are described below.
One frequently cited study in the literature is Richmond and Hartman's (1982)
examination of the effects of various types of sexually-oriented appeals on brand name
recall. This study employed a single-message design. The researchers developed a
framework regarding different types of sexually-oriented appeals in advertising (e.g.,
functional, symbolic, fantasy, and inappropriate appeals). Their 4 (dimensions) x 2 (male
or female orientation) factorial design used a single ad to represent each condition. Their
results indicated that recall was higher for ads in which the sexually-oriented appeal was
more congruent (functional) with the advertised product. Based on their results.
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Richmond and Hartman (1982) concluded that when used appropriately, the use of
sexually-oriented appeals results in more favorable outcomes compared to inappropriate
sexually-oriented appeals. Although their study was labeled "exploratory,"
recommendations were made regarding the use of sexually-oriented appeals based on the
results. In addition, this study is cited in most studies and reviews of this area along with
the recommendations outlined by Richmond and Hartman (see Belch et al., 1987;
Courtney & Whipple, 1983; Maclnnis et al., 1991; Percy & Rossiter, 1992; Whipple &
Courtney, 1985). Upon closer inspection, however, each ad differed not only in the
"appropriateness" of the sexually-oriented appeal but many other aspects as well.
The appropriate or functional use of sex category was an ad for Sears' Ah-ha bra.
Not only was the product visually displayed in the ad, but "Sears" was prominently
mentioned several times within the ad. The ad in the inappropriate category was an ad for
the Rice Council. Instead of diplaying the product (Sears' ad), this ad is best described as
a sexually suggestive double-entendre. The woman in the rice ad is fiilly-clothed and
makes reference to being scared the "first time." This is in reference to the first time she
cooked rice but may also hint at the first time she had sex. Not only does this ad differ in
terms of appropriateness, but the nature of the sexually-oriented appeal differs as well.
The Sears' ad could be labeled as explicit while the ad for the Rice Council could be
considered more implicit. In addition, there was no "visual" of the product as in the Sears
ad, and the name of the sponsoring organization was only mentioned in the lower righthand comer of the ad. Hence, several alternative explanations that may explain Richmond
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and Hartman's results are that (1) ads with explicit appeals are better remembered than
those implicit appeals, (2) ads with visuals of the product will be better remembered than
those without visuals of the product, (3) well-known advertisers (Sears) are more easily
remembered than obscure advertisers (Rice Council), or (4) ads which feature the brand
name prominently displayed will be better remembered than ads in which the brand name
is not prominently displayed. All of these explanations fit the pattern of results in the
Elichmond and Hartman study as well as the explanations given. Unfortunately, singlemessage designs are particularly vulnerable to these types of rival hypotheses.
In another recent series of studies implementing single-message designs, LaTour
examined the effects of diflfering levels of nudity (demure, partially-clad, and nude) on
arousal (LaTour et al., 1990), arousal and gender (LaTour, 1990), and attitudes toward
the ad and brand (LaTour & Henthome, 1993). In the original study, subjects were
exposed to one of four ads. Each ad contained the same perfume bottle (although the size
and location of the bottle within the ad varied among the four ads) and headline,
"Excitement beyond imagination!" The demure ad featured a man and women stylishly
clothed but not touching. The perfume bottle was positioned between them. The
partially-clad ad featured a naked female whose chest and lower abdomen were covered
by the perfume bottle. The nude ad featured the same female model but the perfume
bottle was moved exposing her entire body. The fourth condition was a control ad which
featured the perfume bottle superimposed on a pastoral scene.
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Overall findings suggest that arousal increased as nudity increased, that this
heightened arousal differed in nature for men and women, and that men had significantly
more positive attitudes toward the ad and brand than women for the nude condition
(although there were various idiosyncratic interactions between gender of the viewer and
levels of nudity). Unfortunately, because the original study utilized a single-message
design, the explanation for these findings is somewhat suspect and any generalizations
beyond the four contrived ads should be viewed with caution. Simply, the different
elements within the conditions offer a host of alternate explanations in addition to the
variations in nudity. For one, by introducing different elements into the various
conditions, the ads may have differed in realism. Subjects may have become more aroused
in the nude condition because rarely are models depicted just "standing there" exhibiting
fijll fi-ontal nudity. Hence, the conditions may have differed in subjects' perceptions of
believability. Second, the meaning of the four ads may have varied as a result of the
interaction between the headline and the visuals. The construction of meaning in an ad
with the headline "Excitement beyond imagination" could vary dramatically in relation to a
pastoral visual compared to a visual of a completely unclothed female. These two
alternate explanations, and several others, may have been responsible for the pattern of
results in this study. These are important limitations when seeking to make claims about
the effects of sexually-oriented appeals in persuasive contexts.
A third weakness of research in this literature is the limited discussion regarding
the theoretical underpinnings of the effect of sexually-oriented appeals on message
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processing despite calls since the late-1970s for theoretical development. According to
Wilson and Moore in 1979, "little thought seems to have been given to those theoretical
concepts which may be useful in understanding the effectiveness of sexually-oriented ads"
(p. 55). Unfortunately, the same could be said today. Most research in this area has
adopted a 'hierarchy of effects' approach to explaining the effects of sexually-oriented
appeals. In addition, LaTour introduced the notion that the effect of sex operates though
the 'attitude toward the ad' (Aad) construct. He and his associates argued that the arousal
stimulated by the appeal affect Aad and consequently affect brand evaluations and
purchase intentions. Despite LaTour's effort to bring an organizing framework to explain
the effects of sexually-oriented appeals, the results of his studies are somewhat open to the
rival hypotheses outlined above. Two studies, however, have explored the effects of
sexually-oriented appeals on cognition (Severn et al., 1990; Reichert et al., 1997). These
studies provide a foundation for the present research.
A fourth limitation of extant research is that researchers have for the most part
neglected to examine the effects of sexual stimuli in contexts beyond commercial
advertising. Regarding social change campaigns, for instance, sources from both
communication (Maiback & Parrott, 1995) and consumer behavior (Andreasen, 1991)
make meager reference to sexually-oriented appeals as a way to impact behaviors and
attitudes in relation to social change issues. From a social marketing perspective,
sexually-oriented appeals may be beneficial because they are attention-getting and
potentially motivating; desirable message characteristics in a saturated media environment.
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In addition, two descriptive studies provide evidence that sexually-oriented appeals can be
effective in producing behavioral change in a disease prevention setting (Solomon &
DeJong, 1986; Struckman-Johnson et al. 1994). The authors of these studies note the
paucity of alternative message strategies employed for social marketing purposes beyond
the fear appeal, and call for research into the effects of alternative appeals (e.g., humor,
erotic themes, etc.). In particular, Solomon and DeJong (1986), arguing from a social
marketing perspective, suggest that potential targets (receivers) are often motivated by
things they want (e.g., status, sexual pleasure, peace of mind) rather than fear of loss or
negative consequences. Relatedly, Adelman (1992) maintains that the HIV/AIDS
prevention interventions have relied to such an extent on fear-oriented, safe-sex messages
that the effect of these messages has diminished. Based on the results of her analysis of
safe-sex talk among couples, Adehnan recommends alternative message appeal strategies
to promote condom use, "We must target research and interventions that question, serve,
and enhance perceptions of personal pleasure with condom use as a way of motivating
safe-sex behavior" (p. 492). For these reasons it is important to contribute to what little is
known regarding the effects of sexually-oriented appeals in the social marketing context.
In sum, it is clear that we do not know a great deal about the effects of sexuallyoriented appeals on persuasion. Nor, if present conceptualizations of sexual information
continue to be employed in effects research, will a generalizable, consistent, or valid
pattern of findings be obtained. It is for these reasons that the present research seeks to
address these challenges by (1) advancing a more relevant conception of sexually-oriented
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stimuli, (2) contributing to the knowledge in this area by employing sound message
research methods, and (3) attempting to demonstrate that this type of stimuli can be
persuasive in prosocial, persuasive contexts. Following is a discussion related to
redefining sexually-oriented messages.
Definition
First, just what is a "sexually-oriented" appeal? In the consumer behavior
literature, this type of appeal has been conceptualized and described in a variety of ways
(e.g., nudity, suggestiveness, decorative models, double entendre, innuendo, romance,
intimate behavior between two or more models, subliminal embeds, and erotica).
Obviously, sexually-oriented appeals can be represented by a broad range of stimuli across
many modalities (i.e., pictures, auditory, words, etc...). To further complicate matters,
reactions to sexual material can be relatively individualistic. Harris (1994) describes it
appropriately when he said, "The primary sex organ is the brain" (p. 252). Despite the
individually-specific nature of the sexual response, there are discernible reaction patterns
among certain groups of individuals (Morrison & Sherman, 1972; Ramirez & Reichert,
1997).
The one underlying characteristic that all these stimuli have in common, whether
they be pornographic or erotic or subtle iimuendo, fluting or romance — is some reference
either directly or indirectly to sexual behavior. According to Harris (1994, p. 206), sex in
the media may include "any representation that portrays or implies sexual interest,
behavior, or motivation." This is consistent with theoretical definitions in psychology.
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Sexual stimuli can be visual, tactile or imaginal (Byrne, 1977; 1982) but must be
interpreted or ascribed as sexual by the receiver for it to be considered as such (Janssen &
Everaerd, 1993).
There must, however, be a way to categorize the various shapes and sizes of
sexual stimuli for conceptual purposes. One way to get a handle on the Widde array of sexrelated elements which may be used in messages would be to array them along an
explicitness dimension. Sexual content could range from graphic verbal or visual content
to subtle and covert images. Several studies have assessed the effects of various 'levels'
of sexual explicitness (Alexander & Judd, 1978; Belch et al., 1981; Grazer, 1995; LaTour,
1990; Peterson & Kerin, 1977; Sciglimpagia et al., 1978; Weller et al., 1979). For
instance, LaTour (1990) sought to measure arousal and Aad differences to four
progressive levels of female nudity (demure, suggestive, partially-clad, and fiilly nude).
What may be fundamentally more important, however, is that LaTour was manipulating
receivers' sexual responses. The objective features of LaTour's treatments could have
been considered as manipulations designed to evoke progressive levels of sexual response.
Thinking in terms of the emotional responses generated by sexual stimuli in
sexually-oriented appeals is an important consideration in the present study. It is this
emotional response which more appropriately captures the essence of "sex in advertising"
compared to more content-based definitional approaches. This implies a receiver-based
definitional approach to this particular message appeal. This is not an approach without
precedence. Appeals utilizing humor and fear appeals have been defined as messages that
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arouse humorous or threatening responses in message recipients (Burgoon, 1990; Gelb &
Zinkhan, 1986).
In an attempt to reconceptualize this type of message variable, I ofifer the following
definition of sexually-oriented appeals. This type of appeal could be considered as an
appeal which is perceived by the audience as sexual and which subsequently evokes a
sexual response. In addition, appeals of this nature are also perceived by the audience as
credible, appealing, and relevant. As mentioned later, this type of appeal can vary in its
effectiveness given certain individual receiver and contextual differences.
Next, is a review of three characteristics of sexually-oriented appeals that make
them an attractive persuasive message for stimulating attitudinal and behavioral change
from a social marketing perspective.
Characteristics of Sexually-Oriented Appeals
Attention. At an intuitive level, the power of sex to grab and maintain our
attention seems compelling. Sexual stimuli, whether art, objects, or people, do seem to
attract our attention. Indeed, there is evidence which suggests that sexual stimuli both
attract and maintain attention.
Evidence for the power of sexually-oriented stimuli to attract attention can be
found in literature on 'orienting responses.' An orienting response is a type of attention
that is characterized as involuntary and results in directing focused attention to dramatic or
novel physical stimuli or events (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Howes, 1990). There is evidence
within the marketing communication literature, particularly advertising, which indirectly
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suggests that sexually-oriented appeals attract attention (Chestnut, LaChance, & Lubitz,
1977; Judd & Alexander, 1983; Reid & Soley, 1981; 1983). For instance, a secondary
analysis of ads revealed that decorative female models (sexual or attractive with no
flinctional relationship to the product) improved recognition for the ad compared to ads
without decorative female models (Reid and Soley, 1981). Simple recognition or noting
of a message has been used as a measure of attention (Gelb, Hong, & Zinkhan, 1985).
But, sexual stimuli also tend to receive focused attention as well (Alexander &
Sherwin, 1991). Maclnnis et al. (1991) proposed that hedonic cues such as sex and food
motivate receivers to attend to the stimuli, although at the expense of other, possibly more
relevant, message elements. For example, Severn et al (1990) found that a visual sexual
stimulus resulted in more thoughts about the stimulus and less message recall. In addition,
there is evidence within the cognitive and social psychology literatures which strongly
suggests that arousing or valenced stimuli are more elaborately encoded and better
remembered than neutral stimuli (see Revelle & Loftus, 1992; Heuer & Reisberg, 1992 for
review). Unfortunately, there has been no real attempt to explain "why" this particular
stimulus evokes an orienting response. It could be that this effect occurs because this type
of stimulus is salient or vivid (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) or because sex is linked to species
survival (Gear, 1989). This question is beyond the scope of the present research.
According to most models of communication and persuasion, attention is generally
a desired outcome within an oversaturated and cluttered message environment. However,
it is generally referred to as a necessary but not sufficient mediator of persuasion outcomes
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(McGuire, 1986). This means that attention, in and of itself will not result in persuasion.
Obviously, however, one benefit of sexually-oriented appeals within a persuasive context
is the ability to attract attention toward the message.
In addition to the ability to attract and maintain attention, sexual information has
two other important characteristics which are central for arguing why and how it can be
employed in social marketing contexts from a receiver-based perspective.
Arousal. Besides an inherent ability to attract and sustain attention, one of sexual
stimuli's most predictable effects is its ability to produce a physiological response in the
receiver. According to Harris (1994), "sexually oriented media...do tend to arouse people
sexually, both in terms of self-rating of arousal level and physiological arousal measures"
(p. 251). This reaction pattern is well-documented within the domain of sex research
(Dekker & Everaerd, 1989; Laan, Everaerd, Van Der Velde & Geer, 1995; Masters &
Johnson, 1966; Rosen & Beck, 1986; 1988), pornography research (Cantor, Zillman &
Bryant, 1975; Lyons, Anderson, & Larson, 1994; Zillman, 1991), psychology (Bradley,
1994; Lang, Greenwald, Bradley & Hamm, 1993; Rachman, 1966, Rachman & Hodgson,
1968), and advertising (Belch et al., 1981; LaTour, 1990; LaTour & Henthome, 1993;
Sciglimpaglia et al., 1978). These effects have been obtained in reaction to a variety of
sexual stimuli (i.e., sexual words like "sex" and "penis," pictures, slides, video, written and
audio-produced stories, and sounds of lovemaking). Although sexual elements are
generally arousing, evidence exists which demonstrates that arousal can vary as a function
of the message's intensity (Belch et al., 1981; LaTour, 1990; Sciglimpaglia et al., 1978).
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For instance. Belch et al. (1981) and LaTour (1990) found a direct relationship between
the intensity of the sexually-oriented appeal and arousal.
What may be the most significant contribution of sexual information to persuasive
messages is the arousal it evokes in the receiver and the effect of this arousal on
information processing. Arousal is generally defined as "a continuous response ranging
fi-om 'energized, excited, and alert' to 'calm, drowsy, or peaceful'" (Lang, Dhillon, &
Dong, 1995, p. 314). Although there is some debate regarding various conceptions of
arousal (see Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996; Zillman, 1991), the notion of physiological
arousal as a level of alertness or activation is, while not a prerequisite in itself, a relatively
accepted and widely-employed conceptualization.
If we accept the fact that sexual information has the capacity to arouse viewers,
one key to understanding how this type of information functions within a message is to
understand the effect of arousal on information processing. Unfortunately, according to
Lang et al. (1995) "little is known about how the 'arousingness' of emotional messages
affects processing" (p. 314). There is, however, theoretical work within the field of social
and cognitive psychology which has explored the effects of arousing information and
events on memory (see Revelle & Loftus, 1992; Heuer & Reisberg, 1992, for reviews).
Although there is limited agreement as to the causal mechanism related to explaining
'why' arousing information is remembered better than non-arousing information, the
evidence is quite compelling that arousing stimuli are more elaborately encoded and
subsequently better remembered than non-arousing or neutral stimuli (Bradley, 1994;
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Lang, 1994; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1992). Though less abundant, similar findings
are also evident in recent mass media research. For example, Lang et al. (1995) found that
arousing television messages were remembered better than calm messages.
What this means is that arousing sexual information within persuasive messages
should be more elaborately processed and better able to be recalled or recognized than
information that is more neutral in nature. This is important fi'om a social marketing
perspective because, if the target behavior or attitude in question is to be delayed versus
immediate (following the persuasive appeal), the appeal which is stored in memory will
have better persuasive resonance.
Although attention to and elaboration of sexually arousing information within a
persuasive message is desirable, a more relevant effect is the impact of the sexual
information on the processing of the entire message. One of the most discussed, yet least
researched topics in the advertising literature as it relates to sex effects is the supposed
effect of sexual stimuli on consumers' processing of other information within the message
(i.e., product-related information). It has been noted that sexual stimuli motivate receivers
to attend and maintain attention to the stimuli (Maclnnis et al., 1991), usually, however, to
the detriment of the message (i.e., the sponsor, message arguments). Severn et al. (1990)
found indirect support for this proposition in that the sexually-oriented appeal generated
more ad-related thoughts and resulted in less message recall (copypoint recall) than the
non-sexually-oriented appeals. To date, this effect has never been directly tested.
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What this means is that sexual stimuli may attract attention which somehow limits
or impairs processing of other relevant message components. This leads to the conclusion
that for the sexually-oriented appeal to be effective, it must be relevant to the advertised
message (Heckler & Childers, 1992). There is some support (albeit weak) for this
proposition in the advertising literature (Chestnut et al., 1977; Reid & Soley, 1981; 1983;
Richmond & Hartman, 1981; Tinkham & Reid, 1988).
Looking outside of the advertising literature, it is clear that a similar effect has
been obtained in emotional memory research. Christianson (1984) and Christianson and
Loftus (1987; 1991) found that emotional events depicted in slides resulted in better
memory for 'centrally-relevant' information in the emotionally-arousing slides compared
to the neutral slides. More important, information that was peripheral to the emotional
event (e.g., cars in the background) was remembered better in the neutral condition. What
these and other studies (see Christianson, 1992; Revelle & Loftus, 1992; for review)
suggest is that central aspects or the essence of an emotional event are well retained in
memory while memory for peripheral details is impaired.
One explanation that is frequently cited as lending insight into this phenomenon is
Easterbrook's (1959) hypothesis which states that high arousal results in increased
attentional selectivity. Specifically, he claimed that as compared with low arousal
conditions, high arousal conditions result in a narrowing of attention toward primary task
information and away from secondary task information (see Sanbonmatsu & Kardes,
1988, for review as it relates to information processing). What this suggests is that in high
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arousal situations, or in response to an arousing stimulus, processing capacity or cognitive
resources are allocated to the arousing stimulus, resulting in diminished resources directed
toward secondary or peripheral information. This also suggests that sexually-arousing
information within a message should receive the lion's share of the attentional focus
resulting in less processing of information that is peripheral, irrelevant or unrelated to the
sexual stimulus.
From a persuasive processing theory perspective, the above research also makes
intuitive sense. For instance, the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) holds that as
ability to process the persuasive message is inhibited (e.g., through distraction), systematic
processing v^^ll also be inhibited (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Petty, Unnava, & Strathman,
1991). This means that attitude change, if it occurs, will be less the result of issue-relevant
consideration than the result of peripheral cues. When attempting to understand the effect
of sexually-oriented appeals, this perspective would suggest that highly arousing sexuallyoriented appeals distract the audience, resulting in less systematic processing. In these
instances, if an attitude shift does occur, it will be the result of peripheral-type processing.
In an example specific to arousal but not sexual information, Sanbonmatsu and Kardes
(1988) found that physiological arousal had an effect on information processing such that
celebrity status (peripheral cues) had more of an impact on brand attitudes under high
levels of arousal whereas argument strength was more important under moderate levels of
arousal.
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Obviously, one way to harness the enhanced processing directed toward the
arousing information would be to integrate the "message" or central arguments with the
sexual information. Clearly, the data from the studies cited above indicate that arousing
sexual cues (e.g., attractive models shown in the ad with no functional relation to the
sponsor or message) should result in sexual cue recall to the detriment of the promotional
message — unless it is integrated with the sexual cue. In relation to social marketing, as
with advertising, one would assume that this relationship would also hold true.
Sexual information can be integrated with the advocacy message in any number of
ways. It could be in the form of benefits to be received or audience perceptions of
relevancy. For instance, Kamins (1990) and Kahle and Homer (1985) found that
physically attractive endorsers (models or celebrities), if relevant to the message, enhanced
communication outcomes such as higher recall of the brand and higher recall of the
message arguments. Similarly, Richmond and Hartman (1982) found that ads employing
sexually-oriented appeals with no functional link to the product or message resulted in
extremely poor brand name recall compared to more sexually relevant messages.
Integration between sexual information and advocacy appeal is an important
consideration in terms of using sexually-oriented appeal elements to enhance persuasion.
The special characteristics detailed above strongly suggest that the arousing nature of
sexually-oriented appeals attract and maintain the receiver's attentional resources. Unless
integrated with the sexual information, however, the advocacy appeal will be lost.
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The previous discussion has been concerned with the effect of arousing
information within the message on processing of specific information within the message.
Sexual information also has the ability to evoke an affective response within viewers.
Valence. Another key facet of a sexual stimulus is its ability to evoke affective
reactions (positively or negatively valenced feelings). According to the Sexual Behavior
Sequence (SBS) model, once a stimulus is recognized and interpreted as sexual, aside
from arousing viewers, it also evokes an affective reaction (Fisher, 1986). This is
important from a persuasive perspective because affect has been shown to have
predictable effects on the reception and integration of persuasive information.
There are several moderating variables known to influence the direction and
strength of affective reactions. For instance, receiver predispositions have been found to
predict responses to sexual stimuli (Fisher, Byrne, White & Kelley, 1988). Harris (1994)
noted that a series of context variables which together constitute a "prevailing tone" have
an impact on affective reactions within viewers. In addition, the nature of the stimulus
itself can evoke positive or negative affective reactions (White, 1979). According to the
conception of affect within the SBS model (Byrne, 1982) and other models of affect, an
affective reaction is generally considered to be functional in that it serves as a cue to
approachability or avoidance. This means, for example, that positive stimuli will be
attended to longer than stunuli which are negatively evaluated. This is indirectly
supported by studies which show that sexually aroused subjects who responded positively
(negatively) to sexual stimulation increased (decreased) gaze and proximity to the
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opposite sex in interpersonal settings (Griffitt & Kaiser, 1978; GriflBtt, May, & Veitch,
1974).
There are two important considerations that should be addressed when discussing
the impact of affect on message processing. TTie first concern deals specifically with the
impact of affective reactions on message processing. The second consideration addresses
evaluative reactions related to the impact of the appropriateness of sexually-oriented
appeals.
Regarding the first concern, it is clear that affect plays an important role in
communication and persuasion, one that, according to Dillard and Wilson (1993), is
attracting increasing research attention. It is important to note that the role of affect as
relating to sexual stimuli in messages is more in-line with "message-induced affect" as
opposed to "message-irrelevant" affect (Dillard & Wilson, 1993). Message-induced affect
is that which occurs in direct response to a message. This line of research is different from
the vein of research associated with the impact of "mood" on message processing
(Gardner, 1985).
The valence associated with sexual cues is important because of the effects of
valence or affect on information processing variables such as memory, judgement, decision
making, and problem solving (see Isea, 1989, for review). For example, Thorson and
Friestad (1989) found that emotional commercials were better remembered than
emotionally-neutral commercials and that this effect increased as emotional intensity
increased. According to Petty, Gleicher, and Baker, (1991), affect can also serve as a
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persuasive argument, serve as an heuristic cue, affect the extent of argument elaboration,
and affect the bias in elaboration. For instance, although they manipulated mood before
viewing the message. Worth and Mackie (1987) demonstrated that subjects in a positive
mood experienced reduced levels of systematic processing. This was measured by the
number of persuasive arguments that were recalled. Subjects in a positive mood were
more apt to be persuaded by low-quality arguments and heuristic cues (expert source).
Relatedly, in their review of the eflFects of positive affect on processing, Eagly and Chaiken
(1993) concluded that it is negatively related to systematic processing. Clearly, affect can
impact persuasion and other relevant outcomes. For this reason, affectively-laden stimuli,
like sexually-oriented appeals, may, if used properly, have a positive (or negative) impact
on persuasion and the type of persuasion (peripheral or central).
The second concern is more directly related to the effects of sexually-oriented
stimuli on evaluations of appropriateness. Although the notion of prevailing tone usually
receives short shrift in discussions related to the effects of sexual stimuli, pornography or
erotica, it is certainly an important consideration when discussing affective and evaluative
reactions to stimuli of a sexual nature. In a rare mention related to these concerns, Harris
(1994) defined prevailing tone as the interaction of the content of the material and the
context in which the person sees it. This means, for example, that intense or explicit
sexual material (e.g., rape or incest) will evoke different affective reactions depending on
the seriousness or fiivolousness of the manner in which it is presented. A tastefully
produced documentary on the topic of rape would be seen as less controversial and met
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with less negative affective reactions compared to the same subject matter presented as a
joke or in a humorous manner. Peterson and Kerin (1977; see also Simpson, Horton, &
Brown, 1996) demonstrated this in a study examining the effect of varying degrees of
female nudity on product evaluations. The effect was moderated by relevancy. They
found, for instance, that inappropriately used sexual information resulted in lower
evaluations of the source and message. Similarly, LaTour and Henthome (1994) found
that a very explicit sexually-oriented advertising appeal was evaluated as less ethical by
respondents compared to a moderate sexual appeal. The point is that the context
surrounding the sexual information has an impact on the responses engendered within the
audience.
In sum, sexual information has some characteristics which arguably can be
considered as important when attempting to achieve persuasion. Given the above, it is
important to note that it is a combination of different levels of the above characteristics
that contribute to an effective sexually-oriented appeal. Simply, high levels of arousal and
affect will most likely result in reduced attention to the message and less systematic
processing. While beneficial fi-om a weak argument or peripherally-based persuasion
standpoint, it would tend to mhibit persuasion in the traditional sense (centrally-related
attitude change based on issue-relevant cognition). A moderate intensity sexually-oriented
appeal may, however, if integrated to the central message, result in enhanced motivation
to centrally-process the message. This is clearly preferable in a low-involvement message
situation reflective of that afforded most advertising-related messages (Thorson, 1990).
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Before completing the discussion of sexually-oriented processing effects, it is important to
consider receiver variables.
Individual Receiver Effects
A discussion of the effects of this type of appeal would not be complete without
examining how audience differences may impact the persuasiveness of this type of appeal.
There are both theories and evidence which suggest that groups of people may vary in
their reactions to sexual stimuli. Hence, the following individual difference variables may
need to be considered when constructing a persuasive message containing sexual
information.
For one, gender is an important determinant of evaluations and interpretations of
sexual stimuli. There are several theoretical perspectives which both explain and predict
gender's effect on certain responses to sexual information. For example, neoanalytic,
sociobiological, social learning, social role, and script theories have all been used to
explain gender differences in sexuality (see Oliver & Hyde, 1993 for review). Regarding
research specific to gender differences and sexually-oriented appeals, one general finding
is that both males and females evaluate the opposite sex more positively (Belch et al.,
1981; LaTour, 1990; LaTour & Henthome, 1993; Rufo, 1992; Sciglimpaglia et al.,
1978). For example, Kenrick, Gutierres, & Goldberg (1989) found that men responded
positively to female centerfolds and that women responded just as positively to male
centerfolds. Men usually exhibit a pattern of positive evaluations which become more
pronounced as the level or degree of nudity increases (LaTour & Henthome, 1993).
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Women, however, exhibit more of a curvilinear effect such that both demure and fiill
nudity results in lower evaluations than models that are partially-clad (Belch et al., 1981;
Sciglimpaglia et al., 1978). Although evaluations may vaiy, findings within the
psychology literature suggest that men and women are equally aroused by sexual material
(Fisher & Byrne, 1978; Rubinsky, Ekerman, Rubinsky, & Hoover, 1987). In addition, the
hypothesis that romantic love or a committed relationship is an important requirement for
female sexual arousal has not been supported (Quackenbush, Strassberg, & Turner, 1995;
see Dekker & Everaerd, 1989, for review). Senn and Radtke (1990) found that women
responded positively (cognitive evaluation) to depictions of mainstream erotica
(heterosexual couples). This suggests that men and woman have similar arousal responses
to erotic sexual stimuli or stimuli involving visual images of heterosexual couples. Indeed,
Belch et al. (1981) found that there was little difference between male and female
responses to ads featuring sexually suggestive couples.
More recent research suggests that males and females differ significantly in what
they consider "sexual" in advertising (Ramirez & Reichert, 1997). This study found that
women are more likely to report depictions of intimacy, proximity and closeness between
relational partners as "sexy" compared to men. On the other hand, men reported that
physical characteristics (e.g., attractiveness, physique, and tj^e of clothing) was the most
important determinant of "sexy" ads.

More important, however, was that although men

mentioned physical characteristics more often than women, this factor was an important
determinant for both genders. The pattern of findings mentioned above suggest that males
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and females dififer in their reactions to some types of sexual stimuli and are similar in other
respects. Findings from the above-mentioned research as it relates to gender differences
was incorporated into the present study.
Second, a person's general afifective reaction to sexual stimuli should moderate
their evaluation of a sexually-oriented appeal. Erotophilia is a disposition to respond to
sexual cues along a negative-positive dimension of affect and evaluation (Fisher, 1986). It
is a learned disposition based on one's exposure to sex-related restrictiveness and
punishment during socialization (Fisher, Byrne, White, & Kelley, 1988). Consequents
involve avoidance versus approach responses to sexuality in a wide range of situations.
According to Fisher et al. (1988) this construct predicts responses to erotica, sexual
experience, sex guilt, and other related indicators of sexual afiSnity. Similarly, a person's
sexual self-schema, defined as cognitive generalizations about sexual aspects of one's self
(Andersen & Cyranowski, 1994), has also been proven to covary with a variety of sexual
behaviors (this scale was originally developed to measure female sexual self-schemas).
Although this concept provides an indirect indicator of sexual activities and interpersonal
relations, it may also predict viewers' reactions to sexually-oriented stimuli (Senn &
Radtke, 1990). For instance, people with a positive schema may be more receptive and
evaluate more positively persuasive appeals which are sexually-oriented. The opposite
may be true for those with a negative sexual self-schema. These personality variables may
be important moderators which impact persuasive outcomes in response to a sexuallyoriented message.
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Third, there is evidence of other individual differences variables which may
contribute to people's reactions to sexual stimuli. Within an advertising context, younger
people may have more positive reactions toward sex in advertising than older adults
(Johnson & Satow, 1978; Wiseetal., 1974). Regarding religious differences. Catholic
women were found to evaluate the existence of sex in advertising more positively than
either Southern Baptists or Methodists, as did non-attending males compared to more
frequent church attendees (Alexander & Judd, 1986). Education, size of home town, and
media consumption habits have also been found to correspond with attitudes toward sex in
advertising. Sciglimpaglia et al., (1978) found that generally, the more liberal
respondents' values are toward sex, sex portrayals in advertising, and sex role orientation,
the more positively they will evaluate nudity in advertising. In addition, Ramirez and
Reichert (1997) found that people who rated themselves extreme conservatives were more
likely to label a stimulus as sexual compared to extreme liberals. These findings suggest
that a person's reactions to sexually-oriented appeals are at least partially determined by
their age, religious preference, and general value orientation.
Overall, it is important for practitioners and researchers to keep the above
differences in mind when attempting to gauge responses to sexually-oriented appeals.
From a social marketing perspective it is important to understand the values and
predispositions of the target population before crafting messages that they might consider
offensive (Kotler & Roberto, 1989).
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CHAPTER THREE
Present Research and Hypotheses
Rationale
Briefly, the goals of this research are (1) to determine if sexually-oriented appeals
can be employed beyond the consumer-product context, and (2) to understand and
subsequently ofifer generalizations regarding the effects of this type of appeal on
persuasive message processing. An additional aim is to offer a reconceptualization of
sexually-oriented appeals from a content-based distinction to a receiver-based perspective.
Regarding the first goal, this research seeks to determine if sexually-oriented
appeals can be applied beyond the consumer-product domain to more socially-relevant
contexts. As mentioned earlier, sexually-oriented appeals are fairly common in marketing
communication, particularly advertising (Reichert, Morgan & Callister, 1995; Soley &
Reid, 1988), but not so common in other persuasive contexts (for example, see Patterson,
1994; Siegel et al., 1986). Given the emotional characteristics of the sexual information
outlined above, it is conceivable that regardless of the persuasive topic, these
characteristics may have predictable effects on persuasion and message processing. Most
important, this information may help us understand how sexually-oriented appeals can be
effectively utilized in other, potentially more beneficial, contexts.
One particularly worthwhile context sexually-oriented appeals may be effectively
implemented is the social marketing arena. Social marketmg is "the application of
commercial marketing methods to help create demand for 'social products': [for example]
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energy conservation, woman's rights, 55-mph speed limit, cancer research, gay rights, seat
beh use, fluoridation, gun control, etc." (Fine, 1992, p. 3). The term was first coined in
1971 to describe the use of marketing principles for social causes (Kotler & Roberto,
1989). A primary goal of social marketing is to increase the acceptability of a social idea
or practice in one or more groups of target adaptors. Recent successful social marketing
campaigns include the Stanford Five-City Heart Disease Prevention Project (Flora, Jatilus,
Jackson, & Fortmann, 1993), Harvard Alcohol Project (Montgomery, 1993), Midwestern
Drug Prevention Project (Pentz & Valente, 1993), and D.A.RE. (Rogers, 1993).
Although these campaigns are all somewhat health-related, the list of social products
could be considered inexhaustible. Campaigns of this nature seek to influence a large
number of individuals, within a specified time firame, using a coordinated set of
communication activities (Backer & Rogers, 1993). For example, a social marketing
campaign designed to increase awareness and prevention of domestic violence was
recently produced by the Ad Council. Advertising professionals developed the campaign
much the same way a commercial firm would promote a product or service (Ad Council,
1996). Concepts fi-equently used by social marketers include: target group segmentation,
product/issue positioning, emphasis on human needs and motivations, and the effective
communication of benefits.
In addition, just because sexually-oriented appeals are effective in consumerproduct applications does not mean that they will be necessarily ineflfective in social
marketing situations. Indeed, some of the same reasons people purchase services, ideas.
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and goods are similar to reasons why people practice certain types of risky or detrimental
health behaviors. According to Adelman (1990), emphasizing the rewards and positive
advantages of safe sex behavior may be just as motivating, if not more so, than evoking
fear and emphasizing negative consequences. If sexually-oriented appeals in social
marketing contexts can communicate sexually-relevant benefits or influence the receiver
by evoking a positive emotional reaction to that similar to sexually-oriented appeals
employed in marketing contexts, they should be as apt to induce change in the advocated
direction. Indeed, many sexually-oriented appeals in commercial advertising either
explicitly or implicitly argue that sexual pleasure, and romantic or physical intimacy may
be associated with behavior involving, or the result of using, the brand.
Second, Kotler and Roberto (1989) argue that educational efforts and rational
message strategies are rather limited in achieving the behavioral or attitudinal change
associated with social marketing issues. For one, these messages must compete for the
attention of a passive audience within a saturated media environment. The research
described earlier provides strong evidence that emotional information (i.e., sexual
information) can attract the attention necessary for persuasion to occur. Research findings
were also reviewed which suggest that the emotional nature of the sexual response
(valenced arousal) may enhance persuasion by impacting the nature of cognition and the
association of positively-valenced attitudes with the advocated change. Hence, the
emotional characteristics of sexually-oriented appeals may contribute to the change to or
adoption of socially-relevant behaviors.
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Exploring the efifects of sexually-oriented appeals within this context is also
important for the following reason. If sexually-oriented appeals are found to be persuasive
in prosocial contexts such as skin cancer and HIV/AIDS prevention, the persuasive arsenal
of message advocacy organizations will likely be enhanced. Adelman (1990) argues that a
preponderance of'negatively-toned' social advocacy messages may result in detrimental
effects over time. At least at the micro-level, research has shown that fear appeals can be
ineffective and even counterproductive if they evoke either too much or not enough fear,
or fail to provide an effective self efiBcacy component within the appeal (see Burgoon,
1990; Weinberger & Gulas, 1992; Witte, 1992; 1994). Instead of relying on fear appeals
to the exclusion of all other types of appeals, social change organizations may benefit fi"om
the present research by having a richer message repertoire firom which to draw when
trying to change attitudes and behaviors. In essence, this research may help us understand
new and unique ways of saving lives and improving the human condition.
To ascertain if sexually-oriented appeals can be deployed to good effect within the
social marketing context it was necessary to design sexually-oriented messages on social
marketing topics and test their impact on cognition and on traditional communication
outcomes, including but not limited to persuasion (i.e., intention to behave). To enhance
generalizability and strengthen the internal validity of this study (primary goals in message
efifects research), 13 distinct social marketing topics were included as replications of the
basic experimental comparison between sexual and nonsexually-oriented appeals (e.g.,
campaigns designed to increase the consumption of fruits and vegetables, HTV/AIDS
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prevention, drug abuse and HIV/AIDS prevention, public library attendance, museum
attendance, fatherhood responsibility). Following is a description of the hypotheses set
forth in this study.
Hypotheses
Why might sexually-oriented appeals be eflfective in a social marketing context?
For one, the attention-gaining characteristics (arousal and valence) of this type of
information should motivate attention to the message. It has already been established that
sexual information is particularly adroit at gaining attention. Attention-gaining properties
of the message, however, should not be distributed equally among all aspects of the ad.
Previous research in this area suggests that attention will be directed toward the sexual
information in the appeal (Severn et al, 1990; Reichert et al, 1997). In fact, all emotional
stimuli, not just sexual stimuli, attract attention. In addition, sexually-oriented appeals are
also interesting for viewers. For instance, Bello et al (1983) found that sexually-oriented
appeals were rated as more interesting than nonsexual versions of the same message.
Similarly, Reichert et al. (1997) found that respondents rated sexually-oriented appeals as
more engaging than a nonsexual version of the message. We would expect that given the
cognitive attention directed toward the overall message, a disproportionate amount would
be directed toward the "sexual" aspect of the appeal. This would mean that the
executional characteristics of the message (i.e., layout, design, graphics, etc.) would
receive more cognitive attention in the form of thoughts than the propositional content of
the message. Once again, sexually-oriented appeals are defined as any appeal that is
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perceived by the audience as sexual and subsequently evokes a sexual response. In
addition, appeals of this nature should also be perceived by the audience as credible,
appealing, and relevant. Given this definition and the justification outlined above, the
following hypotheses are advanced.
HI a:

Sexually-oriented appeals will stimulate more ad execution-related thoughts (e.g.,
thoughts about the layout and design characteristics of the ad) than nonsexuallyoriented appeals.

Hlb:

Sexually-oriented appeals will stimulate fewer message-centered thoughts (e.g.,
thoughts about the propositional content of the message) than nonsexuallyoriented appeals.
Besides garnering attention, the emotional quality of these messages may

also contribute to helping us understand how they may be persuasive. As with attention, it
has been established that sexual cues are emotion evoking. The influence of emotion on
persuasion has received some attention in the persuasion literature. According to Petty,
Gleicher, and Baker (1991, p. 182),
The accumulated research on affect and persuasion over the past several decades
has clearly indicated that individuals' evaluations of people, objects, and issues can
be influenced by their feelings, moods, and emotions whether or not the affect is
actually relevant to the attitude object under consideration.
This means that the emotional nature of sexual cues may influence message processing
strategies. Explanations from the literature related to affect and arousal's impact on
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persuasion are particularly relevant. A study which integrated communication and
advertising research found that different types of advertising strategies evoke different
types of reactions within viewers (Chaudhuri & Buck, 1995). For instance, product
information strategies (rational, problem-solution appeals) result in viewers producing
more analytic cognitions or thoughts. On the other hand, appeals depending heavily on
the spokesperson or mood are more likely to evoke affective cognitions. The authors
view these findings as mdirect evidence that rational appeals stimulate systematic
processing approaches to learning while more emotional executions stimulate more
heuristic or peripheral processing strategies. According to Chaudhuri and Buck (1995, p.
438), "mood arousal strategies generate affective cognition and discourage analytic
cognition." What this may mean is that the emotion-evoking feature of sexual information
contributes to the persuasiveness of this cue by limiting counterarguments. It has been
proven that emotion within a persuasive context, specifically positive affect (see Eagly &
Chaiken, 1993 for review), is negatively related to systematic processing. So, in this
sense, social marketing messages that effectively integrate sexual information (i.e., a
sexually-oriented appeal) may be persuasive in that they enhance attention to the message
but limit the extent of counterarguing (i.e., message derogation). It follows then that we
expect the nature of the appeal to impact processing such that sexually-oriented appeals
would result in less analytic message processing than non-sexually-oriented appeals.
H2:

Sexually-oriented appeals will stimulate fewer counterarguments to the message
than nonsexually-oriented appeals.
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Given the fact that sexual information should attract attention and cognitive
elaboration, we should expect it to have a corresponding effect on memory. Memory is an
important consideration because, as mentioned earlier, the target behavior may be relevant
sometime after message exposure.
Instead of testing the general overall recall for the different types of appeals, this
study sought to differentiate between message or copypoint recall and visual recall.
Because the emotional nature of sexual information attracts cognitive attention, we also
predict that the sexual stimuli will be remembered better than the nonsexual visual stimuli
in the control condition. Normally, one would expect that the increased attention directed
toward the executional components of the message would come at the expense of
attention directed toward the message (Severn et al., 1990). However, the sexuallyoriented appeals in this study were created so that they were relevant to the essential
theme of the message. For this reason, it was expected that the increased cognitive
attention directed toward the sexual stimuli would also be directed toward the message.
This should result in better recall for the message compared to the nonsexual condition.
H3a:

Visual elements of ads with sexually-oriented appeals will better recalled than
those with nonsexually-oriented appeals.

H3b:

The verbal message of ads with sexually-oriented appeals will be better recalled
than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals.
As previously stated, sexually-oriented appeals embody certain

characteristics which are desirable from a persuasive perspective; They gain attention and
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evoke an emotional reaction. In addition, the emotional reaction stemming from the
sexual stimuli has been predicted to inhibit counterarguing. Research outlined above
provides evidence that counterarguing is related to elaboration, but more important, lack
of counterarguing should result in less resistance to the claims advocated in the persuasive
appeal. If support is found for Hypothesis 2, we should expect to find that sexuallyoriented appeals will be persuasive.
H4:

Sexually-oriented appeals incorporated within messages advocating prosocial
issues will resuU in persuasion toward the advocated position.
In summary, it is predicted that sexually-oriented appeals will stimulate

more ad execution-related thoughts and fewer message-related thoughts and
counterarguments than nonsexually-oriented appeals. In addition, sexually-oriented
appeals will resuh in a significant advantage for memory outcomes and persuasion.
Following is a description of the method that was employed to test the hypothesized
relationships.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Method
This research attempted to address three goals: (1) to design a way to measure
sexually-oriented appeals, (2) to determine if this type of appeal is persuasive in a social
marketing context, and (3) to conduct this research in a manner congruent with principles
of sound message effects research. This section describes how these three goals were
accomplished.
This study was conducted in three distinct phases. Phase One consisted of
message development. Phase Two consisted of scale development and message pretesting
to determine which messages would be used in the final manipulation. Phase Three was
concerned with the actual tests of the hypotheses. A pretest-posttest design was
employed in Phase Three.
Phase One
Message Development
First, a list of 100 social marketing topics was generated. Second, two
communication graduate students judged each topic on two criteria: (1) relevance to the
subject sample, and (2) potential to be communicated via a sexually-oriented appeal.
Eighteen topics met both criteria and were subsequently developed into persuasive appeals
for use as treatment messages in the pretest. One hundred and fifty-one sexual and
nonsexually-oriented appeals were created for the 18 topics. Following is a description of
how the messages were created.
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Each treatment message adhered to a standard design format. For instance, each
message was in the form of a printed one-page 8 '>4 x 11 inch ad (see Appendix B). Each
ad was designed according to fundamental guidelines for effective advertisuig layout (see
Book & Schink, 1997). For instance, all ads contained a predominate visual in the upper
two-thirds of the page, a headline, persuasive appeal, and name of the sponsoring agency
in the bottom third of the page. A kernel (core) message was developed for each topic.
This consisted of the verbal appeal mentioned above. Only the visual was manipulated to
create a sexually-oriented appeal or a non-sexually-oriented appeal. Each kernel message
(apart from the headline) was developed from actual written material (i.e., brochures,
newspaper stories, journal articles, etc.) concerning the topic of interest. For instance,
passages from pamphlets describing the effects of sun exposure were used to create the
message for skin cancer prevention.
Each message was created on QuarkXPress, a Macintosh-based graphics
application. Pictures used to create the ads were gleaned from consumer magazines and
stock photography catalogs. Generally, each picture contained a picture of a heterosexual
couple. There were two exceptions, however: One condition featured a painting (Art
Museum attendance; Topic 11) in the nonsexual condition and a sculpture of two lovers in
the sexual condition; In the other case (Skin Cancer prevention; Topic 8), the picture for
both conditions featured only a female. Sexually-oriented appeals were generally
operationalized in two ways. First, each sexually-oriented appeal contained a picture of
couples engaged in moderately sexual or non-sexual behavior. Couples were selected
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because past research has shown that men and women respond similarly to depictions of
erotic stimuli of heterosexual couples compared to portrayals of one gender or the other
(Belch et al., 1981; Quackenbush et al., 1995; Rufo, 1992; Sciglimpaglia et al., 1979;
Severn et al., 1990). In addition, the visuals of heterosexual couples in the sexy condition
were of the couples either partially-clad or suggestively dressed and displaying sexually
intimate behavior. This was done because recent research suggests that physical
characteristics (e.g., lack of clothing, athletic physiques, etc.) and sexual behavior of
models in ads are important determinants of what men and women perceive as sexual in
advertising (Ramirez & Reichert, 1997). The second way sexually-oriented appeals were
operationalized was that whenever possible, sexual meaning was woven into the message
by using a double entendre headline. For example, the headline for Topic 4 (public
libraries) read, "Find out what's 'hot between the covers' at your local library." The
headline was meant to be interpreted as sexual when primed by the picture in the sexual
condition, but as nonsexual in the nonsexually-oriented appeal condition. In addition, for
Topic 10 (reading literature) each message pair contained a brief passage (approximately
one paragraph) from a work of literature. The passage was sexual in the sexually-oriented
appeal condition and nonsexual in the nonsexually-oriented appeal condition. Last, the
pictures were scaimed and subsequently combined with the verbal appeal to create a
realistic-looking social marketing advertisement (see Appendix B).
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Phase Two
Pretest
The purpose of this pretest was to identify messages to feature in the manipulation.
It was important to identify two messages for each topic that were evaluated similarly
except in degree of sexual intensity. A second purpose of this pretest was to determine
the reliability of a scale designed to measure the concept of a sexually-oriented appeal.
Subjects (M=106) evaluated 94 messages for 18 topics. Each subject evaluated
approximately 24 of the 94 ads. Subjects were randomly assigned to evaluate the 24 ads
in one of four booklets. Ads within each booklet were reordered daily to minimize order
effects. Subjects were crossed with topic and message manipulation (sexual/non-sexual).
This means that although a subject evaluated an ad for each topic, they also evaluated
either a sexual or non-sexually-oriented appeal pertaining to each topic, but not both.
Based on subject evaluations, pairs of messages for 13 topics were selected for inclusion
in the experiment (see Table 1 for message descriptions).
Subjects evaluated each ad on several measures. Aad, a measure of affective
response to the ad itself (Lutz, 1985), is commonly measured using bipolar adjective pairs
("bad/good," "like/dislike," "favorable/unfavorable," "interesting/not mteresting," and
"appealing/unappealing"). The five 7-point bipolar adjective items were combined to
measure Aad. Aad is typically defined within the marketing and advertising literatures as a
causal mediating variable through which advertising influences brand attitudes and
purchase behavior (for review, see Muehling & McCann, 1993). This is important
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because Aad can impact attitudes toward the advocated message and subsequent adoption
of the advocated behavior. It was employed here to determine a relative measure of
favorableness toward the social marketing ads in this study. T-tests revealed that 10 of
the 13 topics used in the experiment were evaluated similarly in respect to Aad (dissimilar
ads included: public libraries. Topic 4; healthy heart. Topic 7; reading literature. Topic
10). The results are summarized in Appendix C. Alpha reliabilities for the Aad scale
ranged from .87 to .96 for each of the 94 ads.
Topic relevance was measured by asking subjects to respond to the following
question on a 7-point scale item (1 = not at all, 7 = very), "How relevant is the message
topic to you personally?" T-tests revealed that 11 of the 13 topics used in the experiment
were evaluated similarly in respect to relevancy (dissimilar ads included: healthy heart.
Topic 7; fatherhood. Topic 13). In addition, subjects were also asked to indicate on a 7point scale item "How often do you pay attention to information about or related to this
topic?" Ads for both conditions for all 13 topics were evaluated equally in respect to this
Variable.
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Table 1
Description of Messages for each Topic
Topic

1

Description

mvi
Targets belief that safe sex can be an acceptable alternative to
unsafe sex.
Headline: MYTH: Safe sex isn't any fun.

2

HIV2
Encourages condom use during heterosexual intercourse.
Headline: Have condom? Pass go.

3

HIV3
Designed to encourage couples to practice safe sex until they
can be appropriately tested for HIV/AIDS.
Headline: This couple has two rules: They never say
goodnight without a kiss, and they practice safe sex.

4

Public Library
Designed to change young people's negative perceptions
about public libraries.
Headline: Find out what's 'hot between the covers' at your
local library.

5

UlV/Drug
Based on an actual campaign targeted toward young adults to
be careful regarding risky behavior (drinking/drug use)
because of HTV/AIDS. Designed to increase awareness of
this risk and encouraged condom use.
Headline: If you can't be good, be careful.

6

5-A-Day
Based on the actual campaign designed to encourage people
to eat at least five servings of fruits and vegetables a day.
Headline: Who said fruits and vegetables aren't any fiin?

7

Healthy Heart
Based on actual information about heart disease and exercise.
Encourages people to exercise.
Headline; There's more than one reason to keep your heart
healthy.

8

Skin Cancer 1
Based on actual information about sun exposure and skin
cancer. Message was designed to change the perception that
tan skin is attractive.
Headline; White can be hot.

9

Skin Cancer 2
Based on actual information about sun exposure and skin
cancer. Encourages people to use sunscreen.
Headline; Playing fair can be fim.

10

Reading
Message was designed to change people's perceptions about
reading literature. Each ad featured a passage from a work of
literature.
Headline: Who says literature is boring?

11

Art Museum Attendance
Designed to change perceptions about art museums and
encourage visitation of young adults.
Headline; Experience the art of love at your local museum.

12

Breast Cancer
Based on actual information about breast cancer risk factors.
Targets the belief that only certain women are susceptible to
breast cancer. Encourages young women to perform breast
self exams.
Headline: Breast Cancer can strike any woman.

13

Fatherhood
Based on an actual campaign directed toward young men to
encourage awareness about the importance of fathers for
children.
Headline: Fatherhood is a big responsibility. Think before you
act.
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Sexually-Oriented Appeal Scale rSOASV
The SOAS was a scale created for the purpose of this and future studies to be able
to measure two dimensions of sexually-oriented appeals; (1) how sexual a message is
perceived to be, and (2) the perceived relevancy of the appeal. As outlined earlier, sexual
stimuli must be interpreted or ascribed as sexual by the receiver for it to be considered as
such (Janssen & Everaerd, 1993). The scale includes four items that measure whether
respondents perceived the message as sexual or not ("sexy/not sexy," "sexually
arousing/sexually unarousing," "erotic/not erotic," and "sexually interesting/sexually
uninteresting"). LaTour and Henthome (1993) and Bello et al. (1983) used two of the
above items (sexy and erotic) as a manipulation check. Neither study reported the
reliability of the two items. In addition, effective appeals of this nature should also be
perceived as credible, appealing, and relevant. The relevancy dimension was measured by
five items ("believable/not believable," "credible/not credible," "relevant/irrelevant,"
"appropriate/inappropriate," and "inofifensive/ofifensive"). Each of the nine items was
rated on a 7-point scale anchored with the bipolar adjectives (see Appendbc D for SOAS
and pretest survey).
Since the items in the SOAS are purported to capture the dimensions of sex and
relevancy, a traditional principal components analysis was conducted to examine whether
the items in the scale tap their appropriate dimensions. On the basis of eigenvalues and
factor interpretability, two factors were extracted. Results of a two-factor solution with
VARIMAX rotation are shown in Table 2. The result of this analysis is based on the
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responses of 94 undergraduate subjects on the SOAS to 92 sexual and nonsexuallyoriented appeals. The alpha reliability for the five relevancy items was .93. Reliability for
the four perceived sexual items was .94.
Table 2
Factor Loadings of the Sexually-Oriented Appeal Scale Items
Factor
Item

Relevant-Credible

Relevant

.91802

Appropriate

.90925

Credible

.89190

Believable

.88834

Inofifensive

.77338

Perceived Sex

Sexually Interesting

.96003

Sexually Arousing

.93868

Sexy

.92384

Erotic

.84980

Only one item selected from the scale was used to differentiate the treatment ad
from the control ad for each topic. It has been used as a manipulation check in the abovementioned studies and other relevant studies as well (Severn et al., 1990). Ads for all the
selected 13 manipulations differed in terms of perceived sexuality at the p <.001 level (see
Appendix C for pretest results).
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Phase Three
Participants
Six hundred and fifty-eight male and female undergraduates fi*om three large public
universities participated in the experimental part of this study (N=658). There were more
females (60%) than males (40%) in the sample. These percentages parallel the proportion
of females to males in the academic departments from which subjects were recruited (62%
female; 38% male), and of those enrolled in higher education nationwide (56.2% female;
43.8% male) (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1996). Ages ranged fi-om 17-51 years of age
(M=21.35 years, 80=4.341. The racial distribution was 80% white, 9% AfiicanAmerican, 7% Hispanic, and 5% Asian, Pacific-Islander or Native-American. In addition,
most respondents described themselves as moderate (M=4.12, SD=1.78) on a 7-point,
one-item conservative/liberal scale.
In addition, other variables known or suspected to influence people's reactions to
sexual stimuli were also measured. These variables included: religious service attendance
(Alexander & Judd, 1978), political affiliation, and sexual self-schema. Sexual schema is a
concept developed and subsequently measured by Anderson and Cyranowski (1994). The
Sexual Self-Schema Scale is a 26-item mdirect measure of cognitive generalizations about
sexual aspects of oneself (see Appendix A). Although it was designed to measure
women's schemas in interpersonal contexts, it does predict a person's general openness
(positive) or aversion (negative) to sexual situations and sexual behaviors. This variable is
relevant because people's general tendency toward openness or aversion to sexual
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phenomena may impact their receptivity to sexually-oriented appeals in advertising. This
variable was included as a potential control variable because its effect on information
processing in a mediated context has yet to be explored, although related measures (e.g.,
attitudes toward sex in the advertising) have had an efifect in previous studies (Alexander
& Judd, 1978; Steadman, 1969).
In regard to the nature of the sample (i.e., college students), there are two areas of
concern typically associated with the use of this population as experimental subjects:
namely, external and internal validity (see Smith & Glass, 1987; Fowler, 1993; Henry,
1990; Kalton, 1983). While some have argued that "college sophomores may not be
people" (Tolman, cited in Hovland, 1959, p. 10), this population is a real target segment
for many social marketing campaigns, several of which were implemented in the present
research. This population may not be representative of high probability voters or firsttime home buyers (see Durme, Lund, & Luchsinger, 1980), but it is a high risk population
for sexually-transmitted disease, sun exposure, drug and alcohol abuse, etc. More
important, however, this research sought to make generalizations about the effects of a
particular message appeal on message processing and persuasion via a controlled
experiment, rather than a precise description (or prediction) of population parameters
typical of survey research (i.e., polling). Henry (1990) and Calder, Phillips, and Tybout
(1980) both argue that sampling goals are somewhat different for experimental and
descriptive research (i.e., sample size, power, population homogeneity, random
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assignment for theory testing vs sampling frames, stratification, similar sample/ population
representation, and random sampling for descriptive research).
With the above in mind, an effort was undertaken to determine if the unbalanced
gender proportion within the sample influenced the results. A poststratification weighting
procedure (Henry, 1990) was used to make an adjustment for the deviation between the
gender distribution in the sample and a hypothetical population (50%, female; 50% male).
The application of these weights resulted in no substantial change in the hypothesized
main effects of this study. For this reason, the weights were dropped because the change
in sample size can contribute to alpha inflation or deflation (Henry, 1990).
The second issue concerning the use of student subjects is internal validity.
Subjects in this study were randomly assigned to treatment and control groups. This
procedure helps to minimize any selection bias associated with internal validity (Fowler,
1990). Test booklets were systematically randomly assigned to subjects. This method of
random selection is as precise as simple random sampling, and usually, more eflBcient
(Fowler, 1993; Kalton, 1983). For the above-mentioned reasons, typical issues associated
with the use of undergraduates in empirical research is less of a concern in this study than
in other research domains.
Experimental Procedure
Subjects were asked to complete a nationwide survey conducted by a fictitious
organization to determine how college students felt and behaved regarding a variety of
contemporary issues. Embedded within each 35-item questionnaire were three items

designed to measure subjects' attitudes toward specific social marketing issues addressed
by this study (see Appendix E for survey). This survey was completed and collected inclass, usually in less than 10 minutes. At this time, subjects were told that they would be
given extra credit for participating in an additional, unrelated advertising study.
Participants were given a range of times for which they could participate in the study.
Time between the pretest and posttest ranged fi'om three days to one week, with a
weekend separating each test. Most subjects completed the posttest 5-7 days after the
pretest.
When participants arrived for the manipulation, they were given a consent form
which they read and signed. Subsequently, they were given a booklet containing a
personality measure, a treatment message, and a series of measures designed to tap their
thoughts, attitudes, intentions, and memory as it related to the treatment message (see
Appendix F). Booklets were distributed randomly to the subjects. Subjects were told that
because product managers and advertising creators were interested in receiving input
earlier in the design process, they were being asked to evaluate ads in rough draft form, as
opposed to normal advertising practice which tests ads in their final, publishable form.
Subjects were instructed to form an impression of each ad, noting and evaluating both the
picture and written portions of the ad. They were told to view each ad for 30 seconds. At
the end of the allotted time, subjects were instructed to turn the page and respond to the
items that tested the dependent variables. Time taken to complete the posttest ranged
from 10 to 20 minutes. Subjects were quiet throughout the procedure and no interaction
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occurred among the participants during the experiment. All subjects were debriefed upon
completion of the experiment.
Measures and Coding Procedures
The second goal of this study was to determine if sexually-oriented appeals can be
persuasive in social marketing contexts. Several dependent variables were measured in
this study to test the hypothesized effects and relationships. Except where noted, 7-point
semantic-differential response formats were used (e.g., "strongly agree/strongly
disagree").
Persuasion. Persuasion was measured three ways. First, items (two attitude and
one behavioral) contained in both the pre- and posttest were compared to determine if any
attitudinal or behavioral intention was changed in the advocated direction. Second, a set
of attitude, belief, and behavioral intention statements were created and combined for each
topic into a scale. The number of items for each specific topic ranged fi^om 14 to 23
items. These items were combined to measure differences between the treatment and
control conditions.
The tUrd way persuasion was measured was with a series of items used by
marketing organizations to measure the impact of ads in copytesting and other practical
applications. Gallup & Robinson's Magazine Impact Readership Service (MIRS) has
developed a protocol to help advertisers and agencies evaluate advertising effectiveness
(Burton & Purvis, 1993). One of the items in this study was adapted fi^om MIRS. For
instance, the question "The Dallas AIDS Project tried to increase your interest in this
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topic. How was your interest level affected?" is a relative indicator of an ad's ability to
persuade or "make the case" for an advertiser. Subjects were also asked to indicate the
degree to which the ad they viewed was liked, caused them to think differently about the
topic, was attention-getting, was persuasive, was powerful, or had impact. In addition,
subjects were asked to indicate whether the ad was a good way to explain the importance
of the topic, increased their awareness of the topic, or caused them to behave differently
regarding the subject matter. These measures were designed to measure how the ad
impacted advertising processes and perceived persuasion toward the advocated position.
To illustrate the persuasive processes that sexually-oriented appeals impact, some
of the above-mentioned measures were combined to create relative indicators of that
process. For instance, as a measure of the ad's ability to stimulate "attention," subject
ratings of the ad's attention-getting properties and how "powerful" the ad was were
combined mto an overall attention measure. Subjects rated both items on a 7-pt scale (1 =
"very much"; 7 = "not at all"). Both items were significantly related, r =.51, ii<.001.
Similarly, a "persuasion" scale was created by combining two items (persuasion, impact)
measured on the same 7-pt scale. These two items were also positively related, r =.75, jj
<.001. Third, four items were combined to create a cognitive/behavioral perceived change
scale. The four items were designed to measure to the degree to which the appeal caused
the subject to think or behave differently regarding the recommendations advocated in the
persuasive appeal for each topic. Alpha reliability for this scale was .79.
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Cognitions. Subjects' cognitive responses were recorded in accordance with
traditional thought-listing procedures (Shapiro, 1994; Wright, 1980). Immediately
following exposure to the ad, subjects were instructed to list whatever passed through
their head while they viewed the ad. Th^ were then asked to indicate whether their
thoughts were positive, negative, or neutral (DeBono & Hamish, 1988) (see Appendix G
for a description of the thought categories). Thought listing provides a valid assessment
of the amount and valence of cognitive responding (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).
Subjects' responses were coded into several categories (support and
counterarguments, message and ad execution-centered thoughts, and cormecting
thoughts). Overall, there were 14 distinct categories of cognitive responses, A large
subset (90%) of the questionnaires were coded independently by two trained coders to
establish reliability. Training consisted of providing each coder with the content
categories and definitions and then having the coders independently analyze ads in a
pretest sample. After coding these ads, the coders compared results and discussed
potential problems. This procedure was repeated until high intercoder reliability was
obtained.
Intercoder reliability was tested by calculating agreement coefiBcients. The use of
agreement coefiBcients in content analysis is very common (Kang, Kara, Laskey, &
Seaton, 1993; Kolbe & Burnett, 1991) and if used in the proper situation (more than 4-5
coding categories) is quite reliable (Kassaijian, 1977). Intercoder reliability across the 14
categories was .85.
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Recall. Last, respondents were asked to recall as much detail from the picture and
verbal portions of the ad as they could remember. The recall coding scheme was adapted
from Heckler and Childer's (1992) analysis of visual/verbal incongruency in advertising.
A second set of coders independently coded a subset (90%) of the questionnaires to
establish reliability. Coders were trained in a manner consistent with the previous set of
coders. Visual recall was coded as the number of correctly mentioned visual components
within the picture. There were four elements for each ad (people, behavior or actions,
clothing, and setting). Any specific mention of these categories was counted as "one"
correct recall (see Appendix H for a description of the recall coding categories and
procedure). Intercoder reliability for visual recall was .85.
Recall of the persuasive arguments, points-of-fact, or copypoints within the ad
were coded in a manner consistent with visual recall. Intercoder reliability for verbal recall
was .93. Other verbal elements of the ad (e.g., headline, slogan, sponsor) were coded
separately. Intercoder reliability for recall of these other elements was .97. In addition,
the number of words used to describe the visual and verbal elements were coded as a
relative indicator of message elaboration.
Data Analysis and Design
The third goal of the present research was the design of an experiment congruent
with the goals of sound message effects research; namely, generalizability and internal
validity. As pointed out earlier, most research which has examined the effects of sexuallyoriented appeals has employed single-message designs. As argued persuasively by
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Jackson (1992), these types of designs are subject to confounds and subsequent threats to
claims made beyond the actual ads used in the experiment. This study attempts to address
these concerns by following the recommendations proposed regarding research specific to
advertising and message effects (Jackson, 1992; Jackson & Jacobs, 1983). Consequently,
this study was constructed as a replicated treatment design. The overall design for this
experiment is a between-subjects 2 (sexually-oriented appeal / control appeal) x 13 (social
marketing topic) factorial design. The social marketing topic factor was treated as a
random-effects replications factor with each of 13 topics representing a level of the factor.
Both factors were treated as between-subjects faaors. Subjects were randomly assigned
to one of the 26 conditions. Hypotheses One, Two, Three and Four predicted a main
effect for sex such that execution-related thoughts, counterarguments, recall, and
persuasion would vary between the sex vs no sex condition. The hypothesized main
effects were tested by the appropriate error term in accordance with mixed effects models
(Jackson & Brashers, 1994; Jackson, Brashers, & Massey, 1992).
Standardized Mean Differences
Results are reported as standardized mean differences, in addition to standard
statistical summary reports (e.g., means, standard deviations, etc.). Reporting
standardized mean differences allowed us to examine the magnitude and direction of the
treatment effect across the range of topics used in this study. Cohen's (1977) i reflects
the average difference between the groups relative to the variation within the groups, the
"standardized mean difference." An advantage of reporting message-by-message effect

sizes is that the variability in effect from one replication to another can be displayed and
inspected. The standard deviation of d is a quantitative index of the variability (or
nonuniformity) of the effect. Cohen's (1977) d can be represented as:
effect size = d =

which

and y^j are sample means that are being

compared and s is the pooled within-groups standard deviation.
To understand magnitude, d is roughly twice Pearson's r. The d of most
persuasion variables range from near zero to .5 (Jackson & Brashers, 1991). Cohen has
suggested that d's of .5 represent "medium" effects and d's of .8 "large" effects; however,
decontextualized interpretation of effect size is a highly controversial practice (Rosenthal,
1994), so this is mentioned merely to aid in the interpretation of an unfamiliar measure.
The standardized mean difference statistic figures heavily in meta-analysis, where it
is a basis for aggregation of many individual estimates of effect size. A positive value for
d means the sexual ad was evaluated more positively than the nonsexual ad.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Results
Except where noted, a two-factor mixed effects analysis of variance was used to
test the hypothesized effects predicted in this study. Sex was considered a fixed-effects
factor and its effect was tested against the sex by topic interaction mean square (the
appropriate F-ratio for a mixed design). Factor two (topic) was treated as a randomeffects factor. According to Keppel (1991, p. 485), a random factor is "an independent
variable for which the levels are selected either randomly or unsystematically from a larger
pool of possible levels and are assumed to represent a random sample obtained from this
larger population of treatment conditions." The effects of the replicate and the sex by
replicate interaction were tested against the within groups error term.
In an effort to assist the interpretation and comprehension of the results of this
study, topic specific and overall standardized mean differences for each dependent variable
are reported in Tables 5 and 8. In addition, overall means, and the results of specific
statistical tests are described for each hypothesis.
Manipulation Check
An ANOVA was performed to confirm that advertisements rated by the subjeas
differed as intended on perceived sexuality. Subjects rated the degree to which the appeal
they viewed was "sexy" on a single-item 7-point scale (l—Very much"; 7="not at all").
As anticipated, ads with sexually-oriented appeals differed significantly from those with
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nonsexually-oriented appeals, F(l,12)=403.32,

p <.001 (sexual M = 2.90; nonsexual M =

5.82).
There was also a main effect for topic (replicate). The topics differed in the degree
of overall perceived sexuality, F(12, 623)=5.47, ^ <.001. Despite this difference, the topic
main effect is inconsequential from a theoretical point of view and has no impact on the
analyses. For this reason topic main effects are reported but are not further elaborated.
Hypothesis 1
Ad Execution-Related Cognitions
Hypothesis la predicted that advertisements with sexually-oriented appeals would
stimulate more execution-related thoughts than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals.
This hypothesis was supported. For thoughts about the execution of the ad, the main
effect for sex was significant, F(l,12)=l 1.21, p <01, one-tailed. As predicted, ads with
sexually-oriented appeals(M = 2.92) produced more thoughts about the execution of the
ad than the nonsexually-oriented appeals(M = 2.27). There was also a topic main effect,
F(12,632)=6.20, p <001. In addition, standardized effect size for appeal type ranged
from (-.17) to (.86), with an average of (.30) (see Table 5). The results of this hypothesis
test are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3
Mean Number of Cognitions and Memory Scores.
Condition
Dependent Variable

Sex Appeal

No Sex Appeal

M

2.92

2.27

SD

2.52

2.15

M

1.95

2.24

SD

1.86

1.86

M

.37

.52

SD

.81

1.0

M

2.21

1.99

SD

1.15

1.11

.72

.79

Ad Execution-Related Thoughts

Message-Related Thoughts

Counterarguments

Visual Recall

Copypoint Recall
M

1.08
SD
1.01
Note. N = 658 (sex appeal, ii = 326; no sex appeal, n = 332). The
higher number represents more thoughts and correct memory recalls.

Me.ssage-Related Cognitions
Hypothesis lb predicted that advertisements with sexually-oriented appeals would
stimulate fewer message-related thoughts than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals.
This hypothesis received some support. Regarding thoughts about the message, the main
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effect for sex was marginally significant, F(l,12)=2.93, J2=.056, one-tailed. As predicted,
ads with sexually-oriented appeals stimulated fewer thoughts(M = 1-95) than nonsexuallyoriented appeals(M = 2.24). There was also a topic main effect, F(12,632)=5.76, p
<.001. In addition, standardized effect size for appeal type ranged firom (-.40) to (1.05),
with an average of (.20) (see Table 5). The results of this hypothesis test are summarized
in Tables 3 and 4.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 predicted that ads with sexually-oriented appeals would stimulate
fewer counterarguments to the message than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals.
This hypothesis received some support. There was a marginally significant main effect for
sex, F(l,12)=2.55, p = 068, one-tailed. As predicted, ads with sexually-oriented appeals
stimulated fewer counterarguments than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals (Sexy
M=.37;Not SexyM=.52).
There was also a main effect for topic, F(12,632)=4.67, c < 001. In addition, there
was a significant interaction, F(12, 632)=1.80, p <.05 between sex and topic. The
significant interaction indicates variation fi'om topic to topic in the size and/or direction of
the effect of appeal type. In this case, standardized effect size for appeal type ranged fi'om
(-.39) to (.72), with an average of (.21) (see Table 5). The results of this hypothesis test
are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 4

Analysis of Variance for Cognition and Memory Variables.
Dependent Variable
Ad Execution Thoughts

Message Thoughts

Counterarguments

Visual Recall

Message Recall

Source

df

F

p-value

11.21

p<.01

(12,632)

6.20

{2 <001

Sex

(1,12)

2.93

j2<.10

Topic

(12,632)

5.76

p <001

Sex (A)

(1,12)

2.55

p <10

Topic (B)

(12,632)

4.67

12 <001

AxB

(12,632)

1.80

p <05

Sex (A)

(1,12)

2.06

j2 <10

Topic (B)

(12,632)

13.50

{2 <001

AxB

(12,632)

3.58

p<.001

Sex

(1,12)

0.57

p>.05

Sex

(1,12)

Topic

Topic
(12,632)
4.09 12 <001
Note. All nonsignificant topic main effect and two-way interactions were
omitted. All sex main effects tests were one-tailed.

Hypothesis 3
Visual Recall
Hypothesis 3a prediaed that the visual elements of ads with sexually-oriented
appeals would be better recalled than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals. This
hypothesis received some support. For visual recall the main effect for sex was marginally
significant, F(l, 12)=2.06, p =.088, one-tailed. As predicted, ads with sexually-oriented
appeals (M=2.21) stimulated better recall about the visual aspects of the ad than the
nonsexually-oriented appeals (M=1.99). There was also a topic main effect,
F(12,632)=13.50, g <.001. In addition, there was a significant interaction between sex
and replicate, F(12,632)=3.58,

<001 (see Tables 3 and 4). As with the previous

interaction effect, the significant effect indicates variation firom topic to topic in the size
and/or direction of the eflfect of appeal type. In this case, standardized effect size for
appeal type ranged fi"om (-.58) to (1.23), with an average of (.22) (see Table 5).
Message Recall
Hypothesis 3b predicted the verbal message of ads with sexually-oriented appeals
would be better recalled than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals. This hypothesis
was not supported. Sex did not have an effect on message recall, F(l,12)=.57, p >.05.
This means there was no overall difference in recall of message elements for sexuallyoriented vs nonsexually-oriented appeals. There was, however, a topic main effect,
F(12,632)=4.09, jj <.001. In addition, standardized eflfect size for appeal type ranged
from (-.45) to (.39), with an average of (-.02).

Table 5

Standardized Treatment Effects for Cognition as a Function of Sex and Reolicate
Dependent Variables
Topic

Ad
Execution
Thoughts

MessageRelated
Thoughts

Counter
arguments

Visual
Recall

Copypoint
Recall

1

.24

-.10

-.27

-.09

.34

2

-.04

.10

-.07

.67

-.19

3

.39

.51

.55

-.09

-.45

4

.16

.23

.03

00
r

.21

5

.21

.11

.10

-.19

.39

6

-.13

.09

.34

.41

-.15

7

.28

-.03

.45

0

.15

8

.22

-.30

-.39

-.20

-.16

9

.86

1.05

.61

.06

-.53

10

.79

-.40

.44

1.19

.20

11

.30

.38

.46

1.23

.08

12

.73

.57

-.19

-.12

-.21

13

-.17

.44

.72

.59

.07

d

.30

.20

.21

.22

-.02

12

.006

.056

.068

.088

.23

.32

.38

.35

.53

.28

Note N=658.
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Hypothesis 4
Finally, Hypothesis 4 predicted that ads with sexually-oriented appeals
incorporated within messages advocating prosocial issues would result in change toward
the advocated issue. Overall, this hypothesis was supported. However, because
"persuasion" can be operationalized several ways (e.g., pretest-posttest change, posttest
only treatment comparisons), this hypothesis was tested three different ways. The first
test assessed attitude change fi-om pretest to posttest, the second test assessed post
exposure attitudes, and the third test assessed several measures of perceived persuasion.
Pretest/Posttest Change
First, attitude and behavioral pretest-posttest change scores were compared
between the sexy and nonsexy treatment conditions. Change scores were computed by
subtracting subjects' pretest scores fi-om posttest scores. Each scale consisted of either
one or two attitude items and one behavioral intention item. Scales were unique for each
particular topic. Because the dependent variable was unique for each topic, change scores
were transformed into standardized scores (Jackson, 1991). Using d as a standardized
mean difference allowed us to perform an analysis of variance even though the dependent
variable differed across replications. An analysis of variance revealed, however, that there
was no significant main effect for sex in the change scores, F(l,12)=1.28, p >.05, onetailed. The results indicate that there was no significant pretest, posttest change in
attitudes or behavioral intention toward the advocated issue between the sexually- and
nonsexually-oriented appeals. In addition, the standardized effect size for appeal type

ranged from (-.30) to (.44), with an average of (.04) (see Table 8). The results
summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 6
Mean Persuasive Change and Posttest-Onlv Scores.
Condition
Dependent Variable

Sex Appeal

No Sex Appeal

M

.22
(310)

-.02
(312)

SD

3.30

3.53

6.44
(325)

6.31
(332)

Pretest-Posttest Change

Posttest Only
M

SD
1.40
1.48
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent number of subjects in
the condition. The higher number represents more agreement in the advo
cated direction (1-7 pt scale, "1" = strongly disagree; "7' = strongly agree).

Table 7
Analvsis of Variance for Persuasive Change and Posttest-Onlv Variables.
Dependent Variable

Source

df

F

jj-value

Pretest-Posttest Change

Sex

(1,12)

1.28

p>.05

Posttest-Only

Sex

(1,12)

4.77

p<.025

p<001
62.37
Topic
(12,631)
Note. All nonsignificant topic main effect and two-way interactions were
omitted. All sex main effects tests were one-tailed.
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Attitude and Behavior (Posttest-OnM Scale
Second, an overall attitude and behavior posttest scale unique to each replicate
was standardized and compared between the sexy and nonsexy treatment. The number of
scales per topic ranged from 14 items to 23 items. In this test, the hypothesis was
supported. For persuasion in the advocated direction the main effect for sex was
significant, F(l,12)=4.77,

<.025, one-tailed. As predicted, ads with sexually-oriented

appeals are more persuasive than those with nonsexually-oriented appeals (Sexy, M=6.44;
Not sexy, M=6.31). There was also a topic main effect, F(12,631)=62.37,

<.001. The

standardized effect size for appeal type ranged from (-.37) to (.40), with an average of
(. 13) (see Table 8). The results are summarized in Table 6 and 7.
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Table 8

Standardized Treatment Effects for Persuasion as a Function of Sex and Replicate

Change

Posttest
Only

Attention

Like

Persuasive
Impact

Interest

Cognitive
/Behavior
Change

1

-.01

-.06

.30

.31

.03

-.14

-.17

2

-.15

.12

.36

.58

.29

-.17

.02

3

-.26

.39

.57

-.04

-.36

-.01

-.31

4

.44

.13

.92

.18

.72

.74

.10

5

-.19

.19

.96

.27

.43

.41

.15

6

.21

.37

.49

-.10

.21

-.24

-.25

7

.27

.40

1.31

.44

.66

.59

.53

8

.10

-.14

1.55

.39

.51

.40

-.21

9

-.02

.24

1.09

.04

.31

.34

1
o

10

1
o

-.37

.83

.96

.72

.42

.71

11

.16

-.10

.22

-.36

-.04

-.20

-.31

J2

.30

.15

.56

.31

.05

.04

.-02

13

.16

1.01

.15

.20

.46

1
o

3'

.04

.13

.78

.24

.29

.20

.02

12

.20

.025

.000

.012

.002

.03

.38

.22
Note. H = 658.

.21

.39

.32

.29

.32

.30

Sd

to

Topic

1
o
00

Dependent Variables
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Impact on Persuasion Process
Third, advertising outcome indicators revealed the impact of sexually-oriented
appeals on the persuasion process. This series of tests indicated that sexually-oriented
appeals gain more attention, are more liked, are more emotionally involving, and are more
interesting than nonsexually-oriented appeals, but are not more likely to result in
"perceived" cognitive or behavioral change than nonsexually-oriented appeals. As
mentioned, there was a main eflfect for sex regarding attention-getting properties of the
message, F(l,12)=46.99,

<.001, one-tailed. Not surprisingly, sexually-oriented appeals

(M=2.93) generated more attention to the appeal than nonsexually-oriented appeals
(M=4.07). The topic main effect was also significant, F(12,614)=4.14, p <.001. In
addition, there was a significant interaction between sex and topic, F(12,614)=1.95, |2
<.05. The significant effect indicates variation fi^om topic to topic in the size and/or
direction of the effect of appeal type. In this case, standardized effect sized for appeal
type ranged fi^om (.22) to (1.55), with an average of (.78) (see Table 8). These resuhs are
summarized in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9

Mean Perceived Persuasion Scores.
Condition
Dependent Variable

Sex Appeal

No Sex Appeal

M

2.93
(324)

4.07
(331)

m

1.39

1.64

M

3.68
(325)

4.05
(331)

m

1.71

1.65

M

3.64
1.56

4.11
1.57

SD

(324)

(331)

M*

2.37
(316)

2.52
(324)

SD

0.74

0.72

4.57
(325)

4.61
(331)

Attention

Like

Persuasive Impact

Interest

Cognitive/Behavioral Change
M

1.46
1.42
SD
Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent number of subjects in
the condition. The lower number represents more positive persuasive
effect (1-7 scale, "1" = very much; "T' = not at all).
•Interest was measured on a 5-pt scale ("1" = increased considerably;
"5" = decreased considerably).

Second, sexually-oriented appeals were found to be more appealing than
nonsexuaily-oriented appeals, F(I,I2)=6.77,

012, one-tailed. Subjects liked the

sexually-oriented appeals (M=3.68) better than the nonsexuaily-oriented appeals
(M=4.05). There was also a topic main eflfect, F(12,614)=2.35, ji <01. These results are
summarized in Tables 9 and 10. In addition, the standardized eflfect size for appeal type
ranged from (-.36) to (.96), with an average of (.24) (see Table 8). Third, there was a
main effect for sex regarding the persuasive impact of the appeal, F(l,12)=13.69, |i=.002,
one-tailed, such that sexually-oriented appeals had more impact than nonsexuaily-oriented
appeals (Sexy, M=3.64; Not sexy, M=411)- The topic main effect was also significant,
F(12,614)=3.68, p <.001. The standardized effect size for appeal type ranged from (-.36)
to (.72), with an average of (.29).
Fourth, sexually-oriented appeals (M=2.37) were more likely to aflfect interest
level regarding the advocated issue than nonsexuaily-oriented appeals (M=2.52). There
was a main effect for sex regarding interest level, F(l, 12)=4.27, ii=.03, one-tailed. In
addition, the standardized eflfect size for appeal type ranged from (-.24) to (.74), with an
average of (.20). Last, there was no significant difference in the ability of sexuallyoriented appeals to stimulate cognitive or behavioral changes compared to nonsexuailyoriented appeals, F(l,12)=.12,

>.05, one-tailed. This means that sexually-oriented

appeals (M=4.57) were as likely to stimulate perceived cognitive changes and behavioral
intentions as nonsexuaily-oriented appeals (M=4.61). In addition, there was a topic main
eflfect for this variable, Topic eflfect F(12,614)=1.91, p <.05. The standardized eflfect size
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for appeal type ranged from (-.31) to (.71), with an average of (.02). The results are
summarized in Tables 9 and 10.
Table 10
Analysis of Variance for Perceived Persuasion Variables.
Dependent Variable

Source

df

F

p-value

46.99

f)<.001

Sex (A)

(1,12)

Topic (B)

(12,614)

4.14

p <001

AxB

(12,614)

1.95

{2 <05

Sex

(1,12)

6.77

J2<.01

Topic

(12,614)

2.35

J2 <01

Sex

(1,12)

13.69

P<.01

Topic

(12,614)

3.68

{2 <001

Interest

Sex

(1,12)

4.27

12 <05

Cognitive/Behavioral
Change

Sex

(1,12)

0.12

P>.05

Attention

Like

Persuasive Impact

Topic
(12,614)
1.91 12 <05
Note. All nonsignificant topic main effect and two-way interactions were
omitted. All sex main effects tests were one-tailed.
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Individual Differences
Last, this study exammed several individual difference variables to determine if
they had any effect on peoples' reactions to sexually-oriented appeals. Aside from
disparate findings in the literature and the potential gender and sexual self schema
differences discussed earlier, there is no reason to expect or to be able to predict any
specific pattern of findings. Because individual differences can be an important factor in
message processing, however, an inspection of their potential impact was in order.
Approximately 63 post hoc analyses were conducted to test the effect of seven difference
variables on nine relevant dependent variables. More than 87% of the analyses showed no
significant difference and those that were showed no consistent pattern. It was assumed
that these differences were due to experiment-wise error and, hence, are not reported.
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CHAPTER SIX
Discussion
This study was designed to achieve several goals. First, it sought to determine if
sexually-oriented appeals could be persuasive within a social marketing context. Beyond
simply testing differences in persuasion outcome measures, this study was also designed to
illuminate this process by testing relationships among several cognitive and attitudinal
variables. Second, this study sought to make reliable generalizations about the effects of
sexually-oriented appeals by employing a methodology and analysis plan especially suited
for the study of messages. Third, this study sought to reconceptualize sexually-oriented
appeals, and in the process construct a scale designed to measure effective sexuallyoriented appeals. These goals were accomplished. In addition to attaining the objectives
set forth in this study, the pattern of results lend support to most of the hypothesized
effects. Following is a discussion of each point in turn.
Effect on Cognitions
Hypothesis la and lb predicted a main effect of sex on execution and message
cognitions such that sexually-oriented appeals would stimulate more ad execution-related
thoughts and nonsexually-oriented appeals would stimulate more message-related
thoughts. The hypothesized difference between execution and message-related thoughts
was confirmed. Respondents had more thoughts about executional features of the ad and
fewer thoughts about the message when viewing a sexually-oriented social marketing
appeal. This means that cognitive attention was directed toward the sexual stimuli when
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the stimuli were present. In ads with no sexual stimuli, the verbal message received more
cognitive attention.
This set of findings is congruent with past sexually-oriented appeal research.
Severn et al (1990) found a similar pattern of results in their study. There is also evidence
which suggests that the same is true with other emotion-evoking appeals. For instance.
Perry, Jenzowsky, King, Yi, Hester, & Gartenschlaeger (1997) found that high-humor
commercials are better remembered than commercials with low levels of humor. They
support their findings by arguing that emotional stimuli produce an orienting response
which leads to more attention and higher-order processing of the emotion-arousing
message. The same is true with sexual stimuli. It has already been established that
sexually-loaded stimuli (words, pictures, sounds) are emotionally arousing. The results of
this study strongly suggest that the attention and higher-order processing produced by the
sexual stimuli are directed toward the sexual stimuli more so than the nonsexual elements
within the ad, in this case, the message.
This pattern of results is also consistent with the social cognition research which
has examined the impact of emotional stimuli on memory and information processing.
According to the ELM for instance, affective information tends to attract cognitive
attention and may stimulate elaboration. Cacioppo and Petty (1989) argue that variables
can impact elaboration which in turn may impact the persuasion process. They argue that
affect-laden messages can enhance elaboration by increasing the motivation to process the
message. This study shows that the amount of cognitive elaboration directed toward the
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affective information and the message was directly influenced by the sexually-oriented
appeal.
In addition, the sexual stimuli had an effect on the total amount of elaboration, as
manifested in different numbers of thoughts between the two conditions. Although not
hypothesized, there was a marginally significant advantage in elaboration for sexuallyoriented appeals such that they stimulated more thoughts overall than nonsexuallyoriented appeals. This difference was primarily driven by the thoughts directed toward the
execution in the sexual condition. Two sexually-oriented appeal studies provide
conflicting findings regardmg the amount of total elaboration produced by the nature of
the message. For instance, Reichert et al (1997) found a nonsignificant advantage for total
thoughts for sexually-oriented appeals. However, Severn et al (1990) found the opposite.
They found that more thoughts were generated by the nonsexually-oriented appeal. This
discrepancy may have been influenced by the nature of the appeal. The sexual stimuli
were integrated within the message in both this study and the study conducted by Reichert
et al (1997) compared to the Severn et al (1990) study. However, one discovery of the
present study is that effects of sexual content vary considerably fi-om message to message.
This could explain the apparent discrepancy between the two previous studies.
This is an important consideration for practitioners and message effects researchers
alike. Results indicate that sexually-oriented appeals stimulate cognitive attention and
impact the amount of elaboration stimulated by the appeal. Attracting attention and
enhancing elaboration, especially for social marketing messages is an important goal for
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most message creators. An important consideration, however, is that the increase in
elaboration is directed toward the sexual stimulus, potentially at the expense of the
message.
Effect on Counterarguments
Hypothesis 2 predicted a main effect of sex on counterarguments such that
sexually-oriented appeals would stimulate fewer counterarguments than nonsexuallyoriented appeals. This hypothesis was marginally supported. Respondents had fewer
counterarguments to persuasive messages employing sexually-oriented appeals than those
with nonsexually-oriented appeals. This means that persuasive messages employing
sexually-oriented material inhibit counterarguing by the respondent. This is a significant
finding from a persuasion perspective; First, because there are very few published reports
which have explored this relationship in sexually-oriented appeal research, and second,
previous research in the cognitive response tradition provides evidence which strongly
suggests that the nature and direction of cognitive responses impact persuasion.
This finding is somewhat congruent with past sexually-oriented appeal research in
this area, though no published studies have specifically examined the effect of sex on
counterarguing. Severn et al (1990) discovered that sexually-oriented appeals produced
significantly fewer negative thoughts about the product/message than similar nonsexuallyoriented appeals. Similarly, Reichert et al (1997) found a similar pattern of cognitive
responses in their investigation of the effects of sexually-oriented appeals on cognitive
processes. Although negative thoughts about a message are not necessarily synonymous
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with counterarguments (Wright, 1980), the previous research in this area is consistent with
the findings of the present research.
There may be two reasons for this reduction in counterarguing. Both explanations
stem fi-om the emotional nature of sexually-oriented appeals. First, cognitive attention is
directed toward the emotional information which limits the amount of cognitive resources
allocated to processing the persuasive message. Findings fi'om the first hypothesis support
this case. Although positive arousing stunuli like sex can enhance cognitive capacity
(Lang et al., 1995) and elaboration (Cacioppo & Petty, 1989), the lack of counterarguing
may simply be the result of these enhanced cognitive resources being directed toward the
emotional information in the message. Receivers may simply be distracted by the sexual
stimuli and consequently direct less cognitive attention toward the message when exposed
to a sexually-oriented appeal. Buller (1986) labeled this as "communication-relevant"
distraction; Message cues that add additional meaning that is integrated into receivers'
processing of the message. This means that the sexual stimuli in the ad were processed as
a meaningful component of the message but at the partial exclusion of the verbal appeal.
In addition, although the difference was not significant, there were more overall support
arguments produced by the sexually-oriented messages. So, because cognitive responses
are one way to measure elaboration (Mackie, Asuncion, & Rosselli, 1992), it is somewhat
apparent that limited cognitive resources were directed toward the sexual component of
the ad compared to the message component.
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Aside from distraction, a second explanation for the decrease in counterarguing
observed in this study may be related to the effect of affect on cognitive processing. For
instance, Chauduri and Buck (1995) found that message-induced afifect tends to encourage
affective reactions and discourage analytic reaction. What this means is that the affect
induced by the emotion-evoking message, whether it be fear, humor, or sexual arousal,
encourages some types of responses and discourages others; namely systematic argument
processing. Unfortunately, in communication not much has been done in this area (Dillard
& Wilson, 1993).
A related area of research which may provide some insight is "message-irrelevant"
affect. This is the affect that exists prior to message processing (e.g., the effect of happy
or sad moods on message processing). Findings from this area of research tend to support
the generalization that affect effects processing. For instance, according to Mackie et al
(1992, p. 253), "The results of multiple experiments converge on the conclusion that
positive mood undermines elaboration of persuasive messages." While there is still some
controversy regarding why this occurs, it is generally thought that respondents who are in
a good mood wish to remain in that mood and consequently, do not wish to engage in
effortful processing which may not be fun. Similarly, Schwarz and Bless (1992) argue that
mood impacts the processing of persuasive communication. Specifically, they argue that
respondents in a good mood are less likely to elaborate the content of a message
compared to respondents in a bad mood. According to Schwarz and Bless (1992)
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The impact of mood on persuasion is mediated by its impact on subjects'
processing strategies. While subjects in a bad mood spontaneously elaborate the
content of a message according to...a 'central route' of persuasion, subjects in a
good mood seem unlikely to do so. (p. 66)
What this means is that the positive emotions evoked by the sexually-oriented stimuli in
the message may have decreased the motivation to engage in effortful processing of the
central message. Although most of this research is mood-related, the explanation presents
a logical fit with the effects of "message-induced" affect. Certainly, elements within a
message may evoke certain emotions which influence the respondents' processing
strategies.
The finding that sexually-oriented appeals produce fewer counterarguments is
important because the nature and degree of cognitive responses to messages is related to
persuasion. According to the cognitive response literature, an appeal that stimulates more
support arguments should be more persuasive than an appeal that stimulates fewer support
arguments. It is generally thought to be the same with counterarguments. Messages that
stimulate fewer counterarguments should be more persuasive than those that stimulate
more counterarguments (for review, see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). We should expect to
find that the counterarguing has an indirect relationship with message acceptance. Hence,
if this type of appeal is found to be persuasive, which it was, the differences found in
counterarguing contribute by illuminating how this process takes place.
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Effect on Memory
Hypothesis 3a and 3b predicted a main effect of sex on visual and verbal recall
such that both would be better remembered in sexually-oriented appeals. This hypothesis
found only partial support. The effect of sex on visual recall was marginally significant but
had no effect on message/copypoint recall.
First of all, this means that respondents were able to recall more visual elements of
the ad for sexually-oriented appeals compared to nonsexually-oriented appeals. This
finding is consistent with previous sexually-oriented appeal research. A secondary analysis
of industry-measured memory scores indicated that the visual components of ads
containing sexually suggestive stimuli had better visual recognition than ads without
suggestive stimuli (Reid & Soley, 1981; 1983). Chestnut et al (1977) found a
nonsignificant visual recognition advantage for ads containing sexual stimuli. Given the
attention sexual stimuli generate because of their arousing and valenced nature, the
marginally significant advantage of visual recall is not surprising.
What is interesting, however, is the finding that there was almost no difference in
message/copypoint recall scores between the sexual and nonsexually-oriented appeals.
Only one study other than this one has tested the effect of sex on argument recall. In that
study, Severn et al (1990) found a significant advantage for the nonsexually-oriented
appeal. This is consistent with most every other study in this area which has tested the
effect of sex on memory (primarily brand name recall) (Alexander & Judd, 1978; Chestnut
et al., 1977; Grazer, 1995; Judd & Alexander, 1983; Steadman, 1969; Weller et al., 1979).
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The reason message recall was predicted to have an advantage for sex in this study was
because (a) recall of the sponsoring agency was not deemed important, and (b) all the
sexually-oriented appeals were "relevant" to the theme and topic of the appeal. Most
research in this area has used sexual stimuli that were essentially not relevant to the appeal
of the message. It could even be argued that the sexual stimuli employed in the study by
Severn et al (1990) was not relevant to the message. In a situation such as this it is not
surprising that the cognitive attention afforded copy points or brand name recall is small
relative to that directed toward the sexual stimuli.
Despite the finding that there was no significant benefit for sexually-oriented
appeals on message/copy point recall, the results of this study suggest that, if utilized
correctly, sexually-oriented appeals will not have a negative effect on message recall. This
is important given admonitions in the literature about the dubious effect of sexuallyoriented appeals on memory outcomes. Interestingly, however, most of this research is
advertising related and consequently, measures brand name recall. Obviously, recall of the
name of the sponsoring agency in a social marketing campaign is arguably not as
consequential as in consumer advertising.
Effect on Persuasion
Hypothesis 4 predicted a main effect for sex such that sexually-oriented appeals
would be more persuasive than nonsexually-oriented appeals in a social marketing context.
There was no difference between sexual and nonsexually-oriented appeals on pretestposttest attitude and behavioral intent change. More important, however, there was a
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significant difference between the sexual and nonsexually-oriented appeals in terms of
posttest only scores. In addition, respondents reported being more persuaded by sexuallyoriented appeals although they reported no "perceived" cognitive or behavioral difference
between the two conditions. While a first glance might lead one to believe the results
provide only partial support for this hypothesis, a close inspection of the data reveals not
only fairly strong support for this prediction but illumination of the "nature" of the
persuasion process affected by sexually-oriented appeals. As described below, it can be
concluded that sexually-oriented appeals are generally more persuasive for social
marketing topics.
First, it is important to briefly consider the lack of support for the predicted
difference between the two conditions based on changes in attitude and behavior scores
from pretest to posttest. As mentioned, there was a small, although not significant, overall
advantage for sexually-oriented appeals (d=.04). This would seem to suggest that there is
little advantage for sexually-oriented over nonsexually-oriented appeals after one
exposure. More important, however, is the fact that there was no significant disadvantage
for the sexually-oriented appeal regarding this persuasion measure. In fact, simple effects
tests revealed that there were marginally significant changes in the advocated direction for
both types of appeals. This indicates that the effect of sex is somewhat variable after only
one exposure.
Regarding an overall indication of persuasion, there was a significant advantage for
sexually-oriented appeals for the posttest only scores. The posttest only scores
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represented responses to a 14-23 item scale unique for each particular topic. These items
were completed after exposure to the message. The items encompassed belief attitudinal,
and behavioral intention measures. The pretest/posttest comparison consisted of only 2-3
matched items, and of course these are subject to the well documented unreliability of
change scores (see Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991). Comparatively speaking, the posttest
only measure is a more comprehensive measure of persuasion than the 2-3 item
pretest/posttest change score. What this means is that overall, there was a significant
persuasive advantage for the sexually-oriented appeal.
Interestingly, the "perceived persuasion" variables provide insight into the
persuasion processes at work. For instance, sexually-oriented appeals compared to
nonsexually-oriented appeals were rated as being more attention getting, being better
liked, having more persuasive impact, and being better at mcreasing individuals' interest
level in the topic. These could all be considered emotional aspects of the persuasion
process. However, there was no difference in perceived cognitive or behavioral change
regarding the advocated issue. What this means is that respondents were able to report
that they were "moved" by the emotional nature of the sexually-oriented appeal but did
not report any cognitive or behavioral shift compared to the nonsexually-oriented appeal.
This makes sense given that respondents spent less time thinking about and systematically
processing the arguments advocated in the ad.
It is, then, the emotional characteristic of sexually-oriented appeals which impacts
the way these appeals are persuasive. Based on the findings of this and previous studies.
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the positive arousing response to the sexually-oriented appeal may in fact (1) deflect
attention from the message, and (2) undermine the systematic elaboration of persuasive
messages by decreasing motivation to process the central arguments of the message.
According to the ELM, persuasion can still occur, but is more likely to result in a
"peripheral" shift.
Previous sexually-oriented appeal research provides additional evidence that
sexually-oriented appeals impact persuasion in a manner consistent with the conclusions
advanced in this study. For instance, Severn et al. (1990) found that sexually-oriented
appeals reduced message related thoughts, increased execution-related thoughts, yet
resulted in more favorable Aad, brand attitudes, and purchase intention. Other studies in
this area have consistently shown that sexually-oriented appeals enhance attitudes toward
the message or brand (Belch et al., 1981; Bello et al., 1983; LaTour, 1990; LaTour &
Henthome, 1994; Peterson & Kerin, 1977; Reichert et al., 1997; Sciglimpaglia et al.,
1978; Severn et al., 1990; Smith & Engel, 1968) and behavioral, or in the case of
advertising, purchase intention (Bello et al., 1983; Glazer, 1995; LaTour & Henthome,
1994; Reichert et al., 1997; Severn et al., 1990). Similarly, these positive effects seem to
come at the expense of message processing. The results of past research in this area
provide additional evidence that the emotional properties of sexually-oriented appeals
syphon attention away from, and decrease motivation to systematically process, the
message.
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What guidance do the results of this study provide for those developing social
marketing campaigns? First, sexually-oriented appeals are persuasive; usually, more so
than traditional types of appeals used in social marketing campaigns. In addition, if the
sexually-oriented appeal is crafted in such a way as to be relevant to the subject matter,
the appeal is more apt to be noticed, liked, and more emotionally moving than traditional
appeals. In a saturated media environment, the ability to attract favorable attention ~ and
be persuasive ~ is a positive outcome. Although attention is not sufficient to result in
persuasion, it is a necessary precondition to change. Second, these goals can be achieved
without a marked decrease in recall of the message. The results of this study provide
evidence that, if relevant, sexually-oriented appeals are remembered at least as well as
traditional social marketing messages.
Methodological Considerations
A second goal of this study was to employ a design and analysis plan congruent
with the principles of sound message effects research. This method-related concern is
obviously akin to the first goal: To make generalizable claims about the effects of sexuallyoriented appeals on persuasion processes. Simply, this goal was accomplished by
incorporating muhiple social marketing topics (messages) as a random-effects factor. As
mentioned earlier, this method is somewhat unconventional. According to Keppel (1991),
the method is uncommon but increasingly popular. Replications were included into the
experimental design so that robust claims could be made about the effect of sex on
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cognition and persuasion in a social marketing context. The advantages gained by
implementing this method were increased internal and external validity.
First, let us restate why this study has an advantage over traditional message effect
studies regarding internal validity. Internal validity simply means ensuring that the
independent variable is responsible for the variation observed in the dependent variable.
Unfortunately, single-message designs are not as able to provide the same degree of
protection against alternative explanations about the observed variation in the dependent
variable as are replicated-message designs. This is because the semantic or linguistic
nature of messages can vary in an indefinite number of observed and unobserved respects.
Subsequently, single-message design studies are subject to a series of threats and rival
hypotheses that a replicated design controls for. For instance, Jackson et al (1995) argue
that even so-called "controlled" ads dififer in substantive ways that may impact receiver
judgements. Jackson (1992) outlines the potential confounds and potential sources of
threats to validity that single-message designs fail to suppress. What this means is that the
inclusion of a replication factor in this study allow us to make a stronger argument that the
message variable of interest, sexually-oriented appeals, and the persuasion processes
covaried.
A second methodological advantage inherent to this study compared to traditional
approaches to message effects research is enhanced external validity. The inclusion of 13
replications and treating them as levels of a random-effects factor enhanced the
generalizability of the claims related to the findings of this study. What this means is that
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the pattern of results evident in this study are more apt to be generalizable to other social
marketing topics or other messages for the topics selected in this study. This is important
because, according to Keppel (1991, p. 485), "A random factor is also defined as a factor
for which the specific levels may be changed in a replication without changing the
fundamental nature of the experiment." Again, this means that the messages and topics
used in this study represent a sample from a larger population of social marketing
messages. Obviously, social marketing messages can vary in many ways: Treating them as
a random factor enables us to make general statements about the effect of sex on social
marketing advocacy messages. On the other hand, single-message designs only allow
conclusions about which of the particular appeals used in the study has an advantage. The
increase in generalizability gained by conceptualizing and statistically analyzing the
message factor as random is an important advantage over single-message designs
traditionally employed in sexually-oriented appeal research.
Last, multiple-message designs offer an additional advantage over single-message
designs in terms of effect variability. They allow us to examine and inspect the variability
of the effect of sexual content on some dependent variable. This is important when you
consider that the effect of sex varied considerably on several of the dependent variables
given 13 relatively similar matched-messages used in this study. For example, one
message showed a large disadvantage for sex on visual recall (d= -58) while another
showed an enormous advantage (d=1.23). For attention, even though all 13 effect sizes
were positive, their sizes ranged fi-om a low of (.22) to a high of (1.55). The significance
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of the variation is evaluated by the sex by replicate interaction. There was a significant
interaction for three dependent variables in this study (counterarguing, visual recall, and
attention). The issue of effect size variability is important when you consider
discrepancies related to the effects of single-message design studies published in this area.
As mentioned earlier, Reichert et al. (1997) found a slight advantage in total cognitive
activity for sexually-oriented appeals while Severn et al. (1990) found the opposite. While
these findings might seem to conflict, they are certainly within the range of variability for
the effect of sex on total cognition found in this study. Hence, the advantage of the
examination of effect variability is an important contribution of multiple-message studies.
Development of the SOAS
A third goal of this research was the attempt to redefine the nature of sexuallyoriented appeals. In pursuit of this goal, a preliminary instrument was developed to
measure and distinguish effective fi-om noneffective sexually-oriented appeals. The scale
was designed to measure two dimensions: (1) the degree to which the message is
perceived as sexual, and (2) the relevancy and credibility of the appeal. As mentioned
earlier, a sexual response is usually only evoked after a stimulus is perceived as sexual.
The items used to measure this dimension were gleaned fi-om other studies fi^om both
advertising and sex-related psychological research. This was done because no previous
scale used in advertising research has utilized more than one to two items to measure the
"sexiness" of the ad or stimulus material.
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The second dimension can be labeled perceived relevancy and consisted of five
items. This dimension was included because an "effective" sexually-oriented appeal
should be both relevant and believable. For instance, sexually-oriented appeals perceived
as not believable or credible should be less effective. Although the scale was not used to
determine which ads to include in the manipulation, it was tested with a principal
components analysis. The analysis confirmed that the scale did include the two
dimensions. In addition, the scale items for each dimension were found to have high
reliability. Again, while this scale was not used to discriminate effective vs noneffective
messages for the purposes of this study, it is hoped that it will be tested in future studies to
determine its validity.
Earlier, it was established that there has been a lack of clarity and consistency
regarding the definition and operationalization of appeals utilizing sex as a message
variable. Previously, this appeal has been defined by content characteristics (e.g., amount
of clothing worn, degree of physical interaction). Unfortunately, this approach neglected
to capture the essential nature of this type of appeal: emotion. Interestingly, both fear and
humor appeals can be defined as emotion-evoking appeals. Sexually-oriented appeals,
however, have traditionally not been thought of in the same way. To neglect this
distinction is to miss the essential quality regarding the effects of this type of message.
As mentioned earlier, the emotional response engendered in the receiver may be
the defining characteristic of sexually-oriented messages. Previous research in psychology
and sex research has established that sexual stimuli evoke an arousing and valenced
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response in respondents. By conceiving of this message variable from a receiver-based
perspective, it can now be viewed as an emotion-evoking cue ~ similar to those within the
realm of fear and humor appeals. The results of this study provide evidence which
suggests that the emotional characteristic of sex affected cognition and persuasion in a
pattern congruent with previous emotion-based message effects and advertising research.
Future Directions
Where to go from here? There are several directions and questions that have been
generated from the present research. For instance, a next step would be to determine if
sexually-oriented components of the message actually distract respondents from the
arguments of the message or simply reduce the motivation to process the arguments. The
findings from this study could support either explanation. Regardless of the process, the
emotional response generated by the sexual stimulus probably affects both processes. For
instance, if distraction were taking place, it would be doubtful that all cognitive attention
was being syphoned off by the stimulus. This would mean that arguments should be
concise and easily comprehendible compared to lengthy verbal arguments. If, on the other
hand, the afifect generated by the sexual stimulus was inhibiting the motivation to process
the message, this would mean that sexually-oriented appeals were probably achieving their
persuasion effects via the "peripheral" route to persuasion. This is important to determine,
because, if the attitude shift is peripheral, it is more likely to be temporary and more easily
be changed compared to more centrally-formed attitudes. Future research would need to
distinguish between these two processes. One way to examine this effect would be to vary
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information level (high, low) within the message and receivers' ability or motivation to
process the message.
A second avenue for future research would be to test different levels of sexual
"explicitness" to determine what effect it has on message processing. As mentioned
earlier, the sexual explicitness of a stimulus can vary from high to low. Would we expect
to find a similar pattern of effects along the dimension? Although there has been some
work in this area as it relates to sexually-oriented appeals (Grazer & Keesling, 1995), it
might be expected that variations in explicitness of the sexual information may correspond
with the allocation of attention resources resulting in enhanced elaboration of the stimuli at
the expense of other aspects of the message. For instance, a highly explicit sexuallyoriented appeal would probably receive more attentional resources than a low explicit
message. Consequently, the more attentional resources directed toward the appeal, the
less attention and elaboration would be directed toward other aspects of the message.
Ultimately, this means other aspects of the message (e.g., knowledge, consequences,
information, persuasive appeals) will not be systematically processed. While this may be
preferable in instances of low argument strength, if information which may be important to
persuasive modification is not processed because of attention devoted to the sexual stimuli
in the message, this could be considered a negative effect. A moderately explicit sexuallyoriented appeal may, however, if integrated with the central message, result in enhanced
motivation to centrally process the message. This is clearly preferable in a lowinvolvement message situation reflective of that afforded most advertising-related
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messages (Thorson, 1990). Examining and comparing the effects of explicitness of the
sexually-oriented appeal (high, medium, low) and argument strength (high, medium, low)
on persuasion would help to answer this question. In sum, the "explicitness" of the
sexually-oriented appeal as it relates to persuasion would be an interesting avenue of
future research.
Conclusion
The results of this study provide evidence that sexually-oriented appeals are
persuasive in a social marketing context. In addition, the results illuminate how sexuallyoriented appeals impact cognitive and persuasion processes. For instance, while being
more persuasive than nonsexually-oriented appeals, they stimulate more thoughts about
the execution of the ad and fewer thoughts about the message, in particular, and they
inhibit counterarguing. Regarding memory outcomes, the sexually-oriented appeals
utilized in this study stimulated better visual recall than nonsexually-oriented appeals with
no significant disadvantage in message recall. These results are consistent with the
affective reactions evoked in respondents by sexually-oriented stimuli. In addition to the
above mentioned findings, this study sought to reconceptualize the nature of sexuallyoriented appeals. Last, the internal and external validity of this study was enhanced by
treating messages as a random-effects factor. Consequently, the pattern of results of this
study are generalizable to other message for the topics included in this study and other
social marketing topics as well.
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APPENDIX A
SEXUAL SELF-SCHEMA SURVEY
Describe Yourself
Directions: Below is a listing of 26 adjectives. For each word, consider whether or not the term
describes you. Each adjective is to be rated on a scale ranging from 0 = not at all descriptive of me
to 6 = very much descriptive of me. Choose a number for each adjective to indicate how
accurately the adjective describes you. There are no right or wrong answers. Please be thoughtful
and honest.
Question: To what extent does the term

describe me?

NOT AT ALL
DESCRIPTIVE
1. uninhibited
2. cautious
3. loving
4. open-minded
5. timid
6. frank
7. stimulating
8. experienced
9. direct
10. broad-minded
11. arousable
12. self-conscious
13. straightforward
14.casual
15. prudent
16. embarrassed
17. outspoken
16. romantic
19. sympathetic
20. conservative
21. passionate
22. inexperienced
23. warm
24. unromanti'c
25. revealing
26. feeling

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

VERY
DESCRIPTIVE
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

APPENDIX B
SEXUALLY-ORIENTED APPEAL - HIV3

This couple has two rules:
They never say goodnight without a kiss,
and they practice safe sex.

Although the/ve been dating for five months, they've dea'ded to practice safe sex until they can
be tested for HIV, the virus which can lead to AIDS. It can take up six months before someone
develops enough antibodies to detect HIV. That means a person can infect other people with HIV
even though that person tests negative for the HIV virus. This is serious when you consider that
1. AIDS is the leading cause of death foryoung adults.
2. Most people with HIV don't even know they are infected.

3. Sex is the most common way to get HIV.

What can you do to protect yourself and others?
PracSce safe sex, use a condom, or just say 'Nor Young people are often surprised to discover

that safe sex can be quite satisfying. Just use your imagination!

Make Safe Sex one of your Rules

Csll I.BOO.STOPHIVforinfoimaUon. Sponsond by th» DaOas AIDS Pwi^cL
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NONSEXUALLY-ORIENTED APPEAL - HIV3

This couple has two rules:
They never say goodnight without a kiss,
and they practice safe sex.

B-

Although they've tjeen dating for five months, theyVe dedded to practice safe sex until they can
be tested for HiV, the vims which can lead to AIDS. It can take up to six months before someone
develops enough antibodies to detect HIV. That means a person can infect other people with HIV
even though that person tests negative for the HIV virus. This is serious when you consider that
1. AIDS is the leading cause of death for young adults.
2. Most people with HIV don't even know they are infected.
3. Sex is the most common way to get HIV.

What can you do to protect yourself and others?
Practice safe sex, use a condom, or just say 'No!" Young people are often surprised to discover
that safe sex can be quite satisfying. Just use your imagination!

Make Safe Sex one of your Rules
Can 1.800.STOPHIV for information. Sponsored by the Dallas AIDS Project
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APPENDIX C
PRETEST RESULTS
Dissertation Pretest T-test Results
Breast Cancer

Sexy Item'

M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.79

1.55

19

t=9.92

p<.001

Sexy

1.75

.77

16

df=33

Aad"
NSexy

3.64

1.88

19

t=.08

Sexy

3.59

1.79

16

df=33

Fatherhood

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

6.44

JZ

9

t=5.62

p<.001

Sexy

3.27

1.68

11

dfi=18

p>.05

Aad
NSexy

4.04

1.19

9

t=1.13

Sexy

3.36

.97

11

df=18

HIV/Drug

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.33

1.69

24

t=6.94*

p<.001

Sexy

2.46

1.32

24

df=46

p>.05

Aad
NSexy

3.38

1.31

24

t=.6r

Sexy

3.61

1.52

24

df^46

p>.05
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Public Library

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.57

1.67

23

t=10.40

p<.001

Sexy

1.57

.79

23

df=44

Aad
NSexy

4.59

1.68

23

t=2.85

p<.01

Sexy

3.20

1.63

23

df=44

5 a Day

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

6.00

1.31

23

t=8.05

p<.001

Sexy

2.75

1.45

24

df=45

Aad
NSexy

3.25

1.66

23

t=.76

p>.05

Sexy

2.93

1.19

24

df=45

Heart/Fitness

Sexy item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

6.12

1.12

24

t=10.42

p<.001

Sexy

2.26

1.39

23

df=45

Aad
NSexy

3.86

1.54

24

t=3.47

Sexy

2.50

1.14

23

d^=45

p<.01
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Reading

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.58

1.34

23

t=8.62

p<.001

Sexy

1.65

1.74

24

df=45

Aad
NSexy

3.64

1.90

23

t=3.36

p<.01

Sexy

2.15

1.00

24

df=45

HIV-1

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

4.83

1.74

24

t=6.23

p<.001

Sexy

2.00

1.38

23

df=45

Aad
NSexy

3.48

1.83

24

t=1.43

p>.05

Sexy

2.76

1.57

23

df=45

HIV-2

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.17

1.88

24

t=8.80

p<.001

Sexy

1.58

.72

24

df=46

Aad
NSexy

3.21

1.35

24

t=1.84

Sexy

2.48

1.39

24

df=46

p<.05
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Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.09

1.59

23

t=9.82

p<.001

Sexy

1.57

.66

24

df=45

HIV-3

Aad
NSexy

2.84

1.72

23

t=.92

Sexy

2.46

.98

24

df=45

Skin Cancer-1

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.87

1.29

23

t=10.34

p<.001

Sexy

1.62

1.50

24

df=45

p>.05

Aad
p>.05

NSexy

3.99

1.87

23

t=1.43

Sexy

3.25

1.64

24

dfi=45

Skin Cancer-S

Sexy Item
M

SD

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

5.48

1.53

23

t=10.31

p<.001

Sexy

1.79

.78

24

df=45

Aad
NSexy

3.46

1.54

23

t=.20

Sexy

3.36

1.14

24

df=45

p>.05
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Sexy Item
M

SO

n

Means Test

p-value

NSexy

6.39

.89

23

t=12.18

p<.001

Sexy

2.25

1.39

24

df^45

Art

Aad
Nsexy

3.35

1.86

23

t=1.56

Sexy

2.62

1.26

24

df=45

p>.05

* Sexual intensity score represents mean score on 7-point item anchored with "sexy/not sexy"
(1=sexy; 7=not sexy).
" Aad score represents average of five 7-point items where 1=very positive and 7=very negative.
*Paired t-test.
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APPENDIX D
SOAS & AD PRETEST SCALE
Ad Number
Please answer the following questions regarding the ad you saw. There are no right or wrong answers, just
what you believe to be true about the ad. Your responses are completely confidential. Please respond as
honestly and accurately as you caa Simply circle the response that represents your answer. [Remember to tell

us what ad these questions pertain to by fiUing in the ad number above.]
1. Please rate your feelings toward the ADVERTISEMENT you just saw using each of the scales provided
below.
Good

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bad

Dislike

2

3

4

5

6

7

Like

Favorable

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unfavorable

Uninteresting

2

3

4

5

6

7

Interesting

Appealing

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unappealing

2. Please rate the ADVERTISEMENT you just saw using each of the scales provided below.
Believable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not believable

Sexy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Not sexy

Not credible

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Credible

Sexually arousing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sexually unarousing

Relevant

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Irrelevant

Not erotic

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Erotic

Appropriate

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Inappropriate

Sexually uninteresting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sexually interesting

Inoffensive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Offensive

3. How relevant is the message topic to you personally?
Not at all 1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Very

4. How often do you pay attention to information about or related to this topic?
Always 1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Never

Please continue by viewing and evaluating the next ad.
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APPENDIX E
PRETEST SURVEY

1997 College Student Survey
UNT Campus - mMJS
Sponsored by the Association of American Colleges and Universities
DonneII Building, Suite II OIF
Washington D.C. 00513

Thank you for completing this survey. We are curious how young people on campus feel toward a variety of
contemporary issues and concerns. This questionnaire asks you questions about what you think and do
regarding these issues. Students at college campuses around the country will be completing a similar survey.
Your participation will be helpful in a variety of ways.

Your responses are completely confidential.
Your participation in filling out this survey is completely voluntary. You may discontinue participating at any
time without incurring any penalty in your class. By completing this survey, consent will be assumed to have
been granted. Thank you for your participation.

Demographic Information
1.

Course recruited in:

2.

Gender

3.

Date of Birth:
(Month/DayA^ear)

4.

Student Status:
(F, Jr, So, Sr)

5.

Ethnicity:

6.

GPA:

7.

Political Affliation:

Please complete the questions on the other side of this page.
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Instructions: Please respond to every item by circling the number that best corresponds with your agreement toward the
given statement Your responses arc anonymous and no attempt will be made to identify you personally. ]Vork quickly,
record your initial response, and answer all questions honestly. When you have finished, please sit quietly as others
finish. Thank you for your cooperation.
[Each of the following items had a corresponding 1-7 scale where "1" represented Strongly Disagree; "4" represented
Neutral; and "7" represented Strongly Agree. Respondents simply circled the number that best represented their response.)

Strongly
Disagree
1. Overall, I feel the country is on the right track 1
2
3
2. I would enjoy visiting an art museum
3. Recycling is something I could do without
4. I plan on reading more books this year
5. I'm likely to vote in the next presidential election
6. I'd be happier if I could afford to buy more things
7. Some women are more likely get breast cancer than others
8. These days even people who drink too much are likely to practice safe sex
9. It's essential to eat healthy foods everyday
10.1 wouldn't care if people thought my relational partner was unattractive
11.1 would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want
12.1 plan on exercising more this next year
13. Our nation's problems would be solved if both parents lived at home
14. I'm likely to recycle aluminum cans
15. My friends who like to "party"are more likely to get HIV
16.1 plan on eating healthier this next year
17. It is important to me to have really nice things
18. I'm favorable toward men opening the door for women
19. I'm likely to really enjoy the benefits of regular exercise
20. People place too much emphasis on material things
21. It's easy to understand why people my age don't vote very oflen
22. The environmental movement is gaining momentum
23. The people I date look like the characters in the TV show, A/e/roie Place
24. If I drink, I'm likely to be very careful regarding my sexual behavior
25. (females only) I'm not likely to conduct monthly breast self-exams this year
26. I'm favorable to getting more exercisc
27. I'm satisfied with the level of intimacy I'm experiencing in my life
28. The two-party political system in America needs to overhauled
29. Children growing up without a father are not likely to be good citizens
30. Sometimes it bothers me that I can't afford to buy all the things I want
31. Young people emulate the lifestyles they see in television shows
32. Plenty of fruits and vegetables should be an essential part of everyone's diet
33. Breast self exams aren't necessary for women in their late-teens or twenties
34. People spend too much time watching crime shows on TV
35. It's really true that money can buy happiness

Neutral

4

Strongly
Agree
5

6

7
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APPENDIX F
POSTTEST BOOKLET
Consent Form

I,
(please print your name), agree to participate in an
advertising study conducted by the Department of Journalism at the University of North Texas.
These researchers are interested in obtaining my opinions regarding public service announcements
employing various creative strategies. I should be aware that my opinions are important because
managers and advertising creators are interested in receiving feedback before the final versions of
the ads are created.
I realize that my responses will be completely confidential. In addition, only the principal
researcher will have access to this information. I am aware that at the conclusion of this study,
results will only be reported in aggregate/anonymous form and in only this manner may it be used
for publication or education purposes.
I understand that there is no personal risk or discomfort directly involved with this research and that
I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue participation at any ti'me. By withdrawing my
consent, I will not incur any penalty in my class.
If I have any questions or problems that arise in connection with my participation in this study, I
should contact Tom Reichert, the project director, at 817-565-2265.

Participant Signature

Date
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Advertising Study

honestly and accurately as you can. Please
keep in mind that your responses are
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL.
Your participation in tiiis survey is
completely voluntary. You may discontinue
participating at any time without incurring any
penally in your class.

We are interested in obtaining your
opinions regarding a public service
advertisement employing one of several
potential creative strategies.
Your opinions are important because
managers and advertising creators are
interested in receiving feedback before ttie final
versions of the ads are created.
There are no right or wrong answers,
just what you believe to be true. Please
respond as

Please answer the following demographic questions:
1. What course were you recruited in?

2. What is your gender?

F

M

Frsh.

Soph. Jr.

3. What is your date of birth?
(month/day/year)
4. Student status?

Sr.

5. What is your ethnicity?
6. What is your GPA?
7. Your political affiliation?

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please begin by answering the questions on the next page.
1
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Describe Yourself
Directions: Below is a listing of 26 adjectives. For each word, consider whether or not the term
describes you. Each adjective is to be rated on a scale ranging from 0 = not at all descriptive of me
to 6 = very much descriptive of me. Choose a nunnber for each adjective to indicate how
accurately the adjective describes you. There are no right or wrong answers. Please be thoughtful
and honest.
Question: To what extent does the term

describe me?

NOT AT ALL
DESCRIPTIVE
1. uninhibited
2. cautious
3. loving
4. open-minded
5. timid
6. frank
7. stimulating
8. experienced
9. direct
10. broad-minded
11. arousable
12. self-conscious
13. straightforward
14. casual
15. prudent
16. emban-assed
17. outspoken
18. romantic
19. sympathetic
20. conservative
21. passionate
22. inexperienced
23. warm
24. unromanti'c
25. revealing
26. feeling

INSTRUCTIONS:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

VERY
DESCRIPTIVE
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Please conti'nue to the next page.
2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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INSTRUCTIONS:
Next, please view the public service advertisement on the next page as you would normally view an
ad in a magazine. Forrn an impression of the ad, noting and evaluating both the picture and word
portions of the ad. View the ad for approximately 30 seconds. After 30 seconds, flip the page and
begin answering the questions pertaining to Uie ad you just saw.

3

Think before you act
Today, there's a serious national crisis concerning an important fomily member - the FATHER.
Too many men aren't taking this role seriously. Unfortunately, their children pay the price. This
is serious when you consider that 25% of all the children in the U.S. grow up without a father
in the home. Kids without fathers are more likely to...
1. Grow up to represent the majority of rapists and prison inmates.
2. Drop out of school and deal drugs.
3. If female, have sex eariier and become a pregnant teenager.

What can you do?
Think before you act Remember that being a good parent is important If you make the deci
sion to be a father - stick to it If you already have children, take an active role in their lives.

It takes a Man to be a Dad
Can 1.800.OADLOVE Sponsored by The National Fatherhood InUalive.
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Now, please tell us everything that passed through your head while you were viewing the ad.
Please list no more than one thought per line. The thoughts need not be complete sentences —
we are interested in what you were thinidng about as you viewed the ad. Your answers are
completely confidential. When you find yourself pausing more than 15-20 seconds between
thoughts, stop and continue to the next page. (Don't look back at the ad unless instructed to
do so.)

1._

2._

3._
4._
5._
6._

7._
8._
9._
10..

11-.
12..

13..
14..
15.

INSTRUCTIONS: Once you have listed all your thoughts, please continue to the next page.

5
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Now, please turn back to the previous page and mark each item on the list with a *+' (plus sign) if
the thought was positive, a
(minus sign) if the thought was negative, or a "o* (zero) if the thought
was neutral.

INSTRUCTIONS: After you've completed the above task, please continue to the next page.

6
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Now, please respond to the following questions regarding the ad you saw. There are no right or wrong
answers, just what you believe to be true. Your responses are completely confidential. Work quickly, record
your initial response, and answer all questions honestly. Simply circle the number that best represents
your answer.

Please rate your feelings toward the ADVERTISEMENT you Just saw using each of the scales provided
below.
Good

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bad

Dislike

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Like

Favorable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unfavorable

Uninteresting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Interesting

Appealing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Unappealing

Please circle the number that best corresponds with your agreement toward the following statements.

Strongly
Agree

Neutral

Strongly
Disagree
1. People should have to take a test t)efore they can have kids

2

3

5

6

2. People who grow up without a ^ther are less likely to get into trouble ...

2

3

5

6

3. Fathers are useless

2

3

5

6

4. I plan on waiting until I'm settled to have tads

2

3

5

6

5. Fatherless young women are more likely to have premarital sex

2

3

5

6

6. Our nation's problems would be solved if both parents Hved at home ...

2

3

5

6

7. Kids really depend on their fathers

2

3

6

8. If Iwere in a bad mam'age, I would stay in it for my children's sake

2

3

5
5

9. It's too easy for someone to become a father

2

3

5

6

6

10. The lack of a father figure can contribute to someone becoming a rapist

2

3

5

6

11.1 will be a responsible parent when the time comes

2

3

5

6

12. Overall, fathers are beneficial

2

3

5

6

13. Fathers have a significant impact on their chiklren's lives

3

5

6

14. Kids will be okay without a fether at home

2
2

3

5

6

15. Children growing up without a father are not likely to be good citizens ..

2

3

5

6

3

5

6

3
3
3

5

6

5

6

5

6

16. I'm favorable toward becoming a fether

2

17. High school drop outs are less likely to have a father in their home

2

18. Fatherhood is not a major responsibility

2

19.1 woukl like more information on this topic

2

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please continue to the next page.
7
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1. How well did you like the ad?
Vetymuch 1 2 3

4

5

6

7 Not at all

2. Was the ad a good way to explain the importance fetherhood?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
3. Did the ad cause you to think differently about fatherhood?
Vetymuch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
4. How much did the ad increase your awareness about fatherhood?
Veiy much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
5. How much did the ad cause you to want to make any changes in how you behave regarding fetherhood?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
6. How powerful do you think the ad was?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 Not at all

7. How persuasive do you think the ad was?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 Not at all

8. Would you expect to see an ad like this for fatherhood?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
9. How humorous do you think the ad was?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 Not at all

10. Do you think the ad was attention-getting?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
11. How much impact do you think the ad has?
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all
12. The National Fatherhood Initiative tried to increase your interest in this topic. How was your interest level
affected?
Decreased
Not affected
Decreased
Increased
Increased
somewhat
considerably
somewhat
considerably
3
5
4
2
1
Please rate the extent to which you felt the following feelings while viewing the ad.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Frightened
Tense
Nervous
Anxious
Uncomfortable
Nervous
Excited
Sexually aroused

Vetymuch
Very much
Very much
Vetymuch
Very much
Vety much
Very much
Vetymuch

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Please continue to the next page.
8

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
Not at all
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Next, without turning bacic to the ad, please describe both the picture and word portions of the ad you just saw
in the spaces provided below, nil in as much information as you can remember.

The following questions are for sorting purposes only so that we can make sense out of the
information we are gathering. Your responses are completely confidential.
1. I generally consider myself to be:
Consen/ative 1 2 3 4
2. I attend religious services regularly:
Agree 1 2 3 4 5 6

5

6

7 Liberal

7 Disagree

3. How sexy do you think the ad was? (You can look back at the ad to answer this question after you have
answered all the above questions.)
Very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Not at all

INSTRUCTIONS:

You are done! Thank you for your part'dpati'on.
Please tum in your booklet to the researcher to insure that you receive your extra
credit points.

9
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Debriefing Form
Thank you for participating in this study. The ultimate purpose of this study is to determine if
sexually-oriented appeals can be persuasive in messages for social marketing issues (e.g., skin
cancer prevention, HIV protection, heart disease, etc.). We are curious to see if tiie message you
saw (which may have been either sexually- or nonsexually-oriented) had any effect on your
attitudes and belief toward the advocated issue.
It is important that you not share this information with anyone who has not yet participated.
You should be aware that the opinion survey you received in class several days ago was a pretest
for tiiis study. Relevant responses will be compared to your responses to the same questions in
the questionnaire you just completed. The pretest was only conducted to obtain a baseline from
which to measure any differences in your responses after viewing the message. The reason the
purpose of the pretest was not immediately evident was the real concern that knowing the purpose
of the study may have unintentionally affected your responses to the final questionnaire.
Your participation helps researchers and practitioners in this area better understand how to develop
effective social marketing messages and better understand how sexually-oriented appeals impact
this process.
Be assured that your responses are completely confidential. No one, not even the principal
researcher, will be able to deten^iine your identity for the purposes of this study. If you have any
questions or problems that arise in connection with your participation in this study, please contact
Tom Reichert, the project director, at 817-565-2265. Thank you again for your participation.

Tom Reichert

Date
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APPENDIX G
THOUGHT CODING PROCEDURES

Cognitive Response Coding Protocol

Overall
Two judges (coders) independently categorized subjects' thoughts (cognitions) into one of
seven categories. After aU thoughts were categorized, the two coders compared their
results to determine a reliability measure. At this point, all discrepant thoughts were
discussed between the coders until agreement was reached as to which category the
thought represented. This final total was used for the analysis.
Coder Reliabilities
The two coders independently coded 3,282 thoughts (90% of the 659 surveys) and
disagreed 486 times. This represents in intercoder reliability coeflScient of .85.

Categorization
There are two primary categories of thoughts of interest in this study; (1) thoughts about
the actual semantic meaning of the message (message-centered cognitions), and (2)
thoughts about the way the ad was designed or executed (ad execution-related
cognitions). Any thoughts that did not fit within either of these categories were
categorized as irrelevant/unrelated thoughts.
In addition, each thought was assigned an evaluative label by the subject (positive,
negative, or neutral). If these values were missing, the coders judged the evaluation of the
thought. Following is a list of definitions for the specific categories.
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Quick Coding Guide
M+
SA

A positive message-centered thought that is not an SA.
A support argument.

MCA

A negative message-centered thought that is not a CA
A counterargument.

Mo

A neutral message-centered thought.

AE+
AEAEo

A positive ad execution-centered thought.
A negative ad execution-centered thought.
A neutral ad execution-centered thought.

EM+
EM-

A positive emotional or attitudinal thought about the message (eg. excited, happy).
A negative emotional or attitudinal thought about the message (eg. scared).

CN+
CNCNo

A positive connecting thought.
A negative connecting thought.
A neutral connecting thought.

In-

An irrelevant or unrelated thought that doesn't fit within any of the other
categories.

Message-centered Cognitions (M)
DEF; Blanket thoughts concerning either the topic or the claims made in the message.
Egs; (M+) "Good message."
(M+) "Statistics provided are interesting."
(Mo) "Everyone is having sex."
(M-) "Propaganda."
Support Arguments (SA)
DEF: A message-centered thought but more specific to the assertions or
recommendations made in the text. Thoughts that cite a desirable consequence or
feature of an advocated option or is in favor with the validity of a text assertion
favoring the advocated option. Also, responses about behaviors that the ad is
trying to support.
Egs: (SA) "300% attendance is good."
(SA) "To prevent HTV wear a condom."
(SA) "I'm going to get tested for HIV."
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Counter arguments (CA)
DEF: Also a specific message-centered thought, but one that counters or argues
with assertions or reconunendations made in the text. Thoughts that cite a
desirable consequence or feature of a nonadvocated option or that challenge the
validity of a text assertion that favors the advocated option would also be coded as
a counterargument.
Egs: (CA) "Some new art sucks."
Ad Execution-centered Cognitions (AE)
DEF: Thoughts generated in response to the way the ad was created in terms in ad
quality, creative style, colors, etc. —OR— thoughts about the pictures in the ad that are not
related to message content.
Egs: (AE+) "Nude body grabs attention."
(AE+) "Hot chick."
(AE-) "Picture may have been a little too revealing."
(AE-) "Hairy guy."
(AE-) "Boring picture."
(AE-) "No color in this ad."
Emotional/Attitudinal Cognitions (EM)
DEF: Statements primarily concerned with emotions evoked in the subject by the message.
Egs: (EM+) "The ad excited me."
(EM-) "The ad made me scared."
Unrelated/Irrelevant Cognitions (Irr)
DEF: Statements that do not reflect evaluations of the message, topic or ad. This
includes thoughts about one's feelings or state of mind during the experiment and
statements about the task or general situation.
Egs: (Irr) "Thinking about class in 20 minutes."
(Irr) "I wonder what I'm going to have for diimer tonight."
Connecting Thoughts (CN)
DEF: Thoughts generated in response to the message and/or execution but not necessarily
related to the semantic meaning of the message. Not an evaluation of the message but a
thought that is obviously generated by the message. Krugman defined it as thoughts
relating message content to oneself and a particular place, occasion, etc.
Egs: (CN-) "Friends who have died of AIDS."

i
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Thought Coding Form
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APPENDIX H
RECALL CODING PROCEDURES

Coding Guidelines for Recall Measure

VISUAL
1. Number of correctly and distinctly recalled details about the visual/picture.
Maximum of 4 items that can be recalled, which include:
(1) People
(2) Behavior or actions
(3) Clothing
(4) Setting
Any specific correct mention within these categories counts as "1" correct recall.
***Remember that Topic: ART message categories are; Painting, Cow,
Record player, & Bird.
***Also, Topic: LITERATURE or PUBLIC LIBRARY references to the
text box do not count as a correct recall.
2. Drew a picture in the box. (l=yes / blank=no)
3. Number of words in the box.

VERBAL
1. Number of correctly and distinctly recalled copy points.
Copy points are points of fact or persuasive arguments made within the copy of ad.
2. Number of recalled verbal elements other than copy points.
(E.g., headline, slogan, sponsor, etc.).
3. Number of words in the box.

Recall Measure Coding Form

APPENDIX I
HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL

University of North Texas
Sponsored Projects Adminisirution

October 16, 1996
Dr. Tom Reichert
Journalism
102 GAB
Re: Human Subjects Application No. 96-208
Dear Dr. Reichert;
As permitted by federal law and regulations governing the use of human subjects in research
projects (45 CFR 46), I have conducted an expedited review of your proposed project titled
"T^ng Sexually-Oriented Appeals Seriously: Can They Really be Persuasive in Social
Marketing Situations." The risks inherent in this research are minimal, and the potential benefits
to the subjects outweigh those risks. The submitted protocol and informed consent fomn are
hereby approved for the use of human subjects on this project.
The UNT IRB must re-review this project prior to any modifications you make in the approved
project. Please contact me if you wish to make such changes or need additional information.
If you have questions, please contact me.
Sincerely,

Chairman
Institutional Review Board
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30 October 1996
Tom Reichert, Ph.D. Candidate
c/o Sally A. Jackson, Ph.D.
Department of Communication
Communication Building, Room, 209
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Dear Mr. Reichert:
He have received documents concerning your above cited project.
Regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and Humeui
Services (45 CFR Part 46.101(b) (2)1 exempt this type of research
from review by our Committee.
Thauik you for informing us of your worlc. If you have any questions
concerning the above, please contact this office.
Sincerely yours.

William F Denny, M.D.
Chairman
Human Subjects Committee

WFD:js
cc: Departmental/College Review cononittee
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